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ABSTRACT

LITERATHERAPY i{ITH BEHAVIOUR-PROBLEM ADOLESCENT GIRLS

James H. NewËon

The research q¡as designed Lo study tr.ro variables assocí-

ated hriËh Ëhe effecËíveness of literaÈherapy with behaviour-

problem adolescents " The study attemPted to ansr¡rer questions

concerning: effecËiveness of literaËherapy in modifying

behaviour; effectíveness of leteraËherapy in modifying self-

concept and effect.iveness of 1íteratheraPy as a pracLical

psycho-edueational- íntervenËion in a classroon setËing"

Fifty behaviour-problem adolescenË girls, ranging in

age from tr¿e1ve to seventeen, enrolled aË Central North Junior

I{igh School ín the Transcona-Springfield School Division

parËicipated in and comPleted a planned Programme of short-

term literatherapy from January 4 through March 5' L973"

Subjects were randouly assigned Ëo one treat.ment and two conÈro1

groups whieh meÈ weekly oft days t\nlo ' f our and síx of the six-

day school cycle for a period of ten v¡eeks" The instruments

employed¡ pïetest and posttest, l¡Iere: The Tennesse Self

Concept Scale measuring self concePt and the Bristol Social

Adjustment Guíde measuring behavÍour 1n the school seÈting"

Analysis of variance, ChÍ-Squareu and the DependenË t-Test

!üere used for the analysis of the data

It vras concluded Èhat a planned programne of short Ëerm

l-iteratherapy tnay:

l_) Provide a viable psycho-educaÈfonaL experÍence for

behavlour-problem adolescent girls.



2) ConËribute tor¡ard growth of iuproved self concePt in

conjuncËion with a therapeutlc environment similar to Ëhat of

Central North School.

3) Offer a practical procedure for helping underreacting

children Ëo become more ouË-going and involved 1n Ëheír surround-

ings.
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ttYou thÍnk your paÍn and your hearËbreak
are unprecedenËed in the history of the
wor1d, but Ëhen you read. IË was books
that taughË me that the things Ëhat
ÈoruenËed ne most trere t.he very things
that connecËed me with all the people
who \¡¡ere alive¡ of who have ever been
alive. tt

James Baldwin
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CHAPTER T

ÏNTRODUCTTON

"For everything there is a season, and a timeu
for every matter under heaven" "

Ecclesiastes 3: f

The particular concern of this writer lies in the area

of adol-escent behaviour disturbance and consequently an

interest has developed with respect to the application of
literatherapeutic techniques to the treatment of behaviour-

a1ly disturbed adolescents" As a result of a host of societal,
familial, developmentalo educational and situationat factors,
increasíng numbers of young people are seeking assistance in
the resolution of emotional difficulties. i¡leiner {I9?Z) notes

that Feuer (tg6g) and Mead (rg?o) attribute adol-escent al-ien-

ation and conflíct to such influences as a breakdown of family
organizatíon and parental authority, a rapidly changíng worrd

that exposes young people to experiences their parents have

riever dreamed of, an extended period of economic dependence

due to a complex technological socíety, and a general ad.ol-

escent disaffection for a h¡rpocritical, materialistic adult
generation that has failed to el-iminate waru injustice and

human mj-sery. weiner (tgzz) contends that a youth cur-ture

is arisíng because teen-agers have nowhere to turn except to
themselves to find a sense of group belongingness and. a set
values with which they can feel comfortable" unfortunately

I
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the group affiliations so established and the attendant

value systems created- often fall far short of the intended.

idealistic formulations held to be the basis of the youth

culture, The development of such a situation as this has

inspired educators to search for counsel-ling and psycho-

ed.ucational techniques desígned to be of val-ue in providing

a viable alternative for yormg people in their search for

meaning in life" literatherapy is but one of these techniques"

The practical significance of a psycho-educational

treatment design conducted as an integral part of the reg-

ular school schedule utilizing materials readily available

to al-l classroom teachers and skills well within the ability

of the prof essional ed.ucator is apparent " Beatty ft964) ,

Fav¿¿za (Lg66), Hoagland. (tg?z), Jackson (1962) ' Tews (t97t),

and. Zaecaria (tg6g) have all índicated. the need for scientific
investigatíon of the effects of literatherapy, thus suggesting

d.irection for this stud.y (McClaskeyu L97o) 
"

According to Roszak (lç6ç) tfre counter culture repre-

sents a.revolt against the dehumanizing atmosphere of contem-

porary technocracy - a societal structure which encourages

the individ.ual- to suruender his identity to a bureaucratic

system accountable to no one" Mitchell (L9?L) draws atten-

tion to the staggering social, political, familial and moral

implications of the youth movement" In Canada, more than half

of the population is under twenty-five years of age a fact
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which of itself attests to the importance of attempting to

understand (in a psycho-ed.ucational sense) adolescent adjust-
ment o

What is adolescence? The definitions are numerous

and as Bryt (tgøø) notes are often couched. in terminology

having to do with the "transformatíons of. the sexual instinct
at puberty" (Freud, 1953) and "the sum total of all atternpts at
adjustment to the stage of puberty" (ntos u L963) " In addition,
thoughu adolescence is in Jacobsonss Og64) word.s "a saddening

farewell to childhood" (Bryt, L966, p"BI )" In chil-dhood the

task is one of evolving a sense of sel-f" In adolescence the

task invol-ves the application of this new-found identity to
relationships outside the family, Bryt (tg6ø) argues that a

sense of self-rel-iance must be established which is capable of

inter-dependence resul-ting in the need to love and the need to
be l-oved and that when there is serious interference with

developmental process involving the establishment of concepts

of sel-f, functional and behavioural aberrations can result"
Adolescence thenu is clearly a d.¡mamic era in personality de-

velbpment, involving a "wholesale revision" of previous modes

of behaviour" The demand.s of adolescence are therefore great

but these demands are further heightened when they must be

fulfilled in a society whose only surety is the fact that
rapid change is inevitable"
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Trad.itional sexual- mores and values are being

seriously challenged " The work ethic is losing its here-

tofore unquestioned validity' and there exists within a sub-

stantial_ portion of the ad.olescent population an acute sense

of estrangement from the mainstream of Society" Schools,

perhaps the most obvious exemplification of the "established"

aspects of twentieth century western culture' are finding

themsel-ves with a mandate to educate society! s youth in the

midst of rmprecedented, social change, This is no small

assigl'ÌÍtent and. one made none the easier by the increasing

numbers of stud.ents who express their discouragement, frus-

tration, and hostility toward a social structure whose

motivating values they seriously question by demonstrating

a bewildering a:rlray of behavioural, attitudinal and inter-

personal malad.aptions " Herein lies the impetus f or an exam-

ination of effective measures designed to assist behaviour-

problem adolescent students in their search for meaningful

personal, social and educational adaptations"

The use of literature as a therapy has enjoyed a long

history" The concept of man reading to meet specific needs

appears frequently throughout history; floa$'land(T972) notes the

inscription over the entrance to the library at Alexandria

which reads "The Healing Place of the soul" - and l,in Yutangus

comment - "Reading of the Best kind al-ways gives. o u under-

standing of l-ife and oneself" (p"3g0)" Emeruwa (Schultheis,

irg?Z) notes that the phrophets encouraged their audiences to



read the law to gain direction for daily living" Educators

and religious leaders have employed reading material exten-

sively in order to instruct individuals and groups academic-

ally and spiritually" The popularity of personal "self-help"
books emphasizes the extent to which people look to l-iterature

for solutions to their problems.

Psychologists are becoming increasingly aware of the

value of reading i-n personal adjustment for literature possesses

the potential to yield new ínsights into the problems of life
through viearious experience (Shrodes, 1949), Herminghaus

(tgSþ) notes that reading done under proper supervision may

be particularly useful in helping children solve problems"

Gottsehalk (fg+g) acknowledges that l-iterature has long been

used to establish and. al-ter attitudes. Shiryon (l-970)

recommends reading in combination with group discussion.

The search for sel-f-understanding that is necessary for per-

sonality growth may be facilitated through reading (leedyu

1969) " In this connection Morrison ftgAg) notes that

a poem of short story can in'itiate. an intell-ectual-
and emotional experience with exceptional
i-mmediacy" It is the writeros special gift to
invol-ve one with his f irst lines " " " though the
author speaks for himself, the reader discovers.".
his own thoughts and feel-ings, fears and joys

expressed. He is not alone as he had
irnagined himself to be. " " He finds his own
identity disclosed in the world of a fellow
human being (Ieedy, L969, p" BB-89¡.



B. SIGNIFTCANCE OF STUDY

Much interest has been expressed on the part of

clinicians and therapists concerning psychotherapeutic

treatment techniques that may be employed with groups of

ind.ividuals as well- as with individuals themsel-ves.

Literatherapy, the use of l-iterature in a group thera-

peutic settin¿J, seems an appropriate technique for the

consideration of practitioners working in such diverse

settings as hospi-tal-s u schools u l-ibraries and reading

clinics" The setting for the present study is arr

educational- one" The practical significance of a psycho-

ed.ucational treatment d.esign conducted as an integral part

of the regular school schedule utilizing materials readily

available to all cl-assroom teachers and skills wel-l within

the ability of the professional educator is apparent"

The recent work of such investigators as Margolis (L9?I) 
'

King (rg?2), stone (L9?2) and zucaro (tgZz) suggests a

growing interest in the use of literature in the promotion

of psychological ad.justment within the school setting"

C" THEORETTCAI BACKGROUND

Shrodes (L949) formulated a theory of bibliotherapy
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and related it to psychoanalytic personality theory.

Hartman (L95L) notes that Shrodes0 study presents dynamic

personality theory as it has been formulated by both psycho-

analytic writers and fiel-d theorists u and relates these

formulations to the d¡mamics of the aesthetic experience"

"The psychoanalytic approach emphasizes the genesis of the

subject's responses whereas fíeld theory concentrates upon the

present experienced worl-d of the subject" (Hartmanu I95L'

p" l4 ) " The two approaches are seen by Hartman as being

compatible if examined from the point of view of the d¡mamics

of personality" The conmon grorind in the two theories is the

recognition of the existence of unconscious forces which

j-nfluence manu s perceptions of reality (Hartman , l95I) '
According to Shrodes bibliotherapy is grorinded on the

bel-ief that there is an integral relationship between the

d¡mamics of the personality and the d¡mamics of the

aesthetic experience" Shrodes (tg+g) contend.s that biblio-
therapy is a process of d¡mamic interaction between the person-

ality of the reader and literature as psychologi-cal field.
She believes that therapeutic gain is made possible by the
o' shock of recognitj-on" the reader experiences when he sees

himself¡ or those close to him, in a story or some other

piece of literature " Shrodes ftg6t) argues that the skilled
writer creates an il-lusion of reàity so skil-l-fully that ¡ âs



Freud (Lg24) notes u ,'.He is able to guide the current of our

emotions, dam it up in one direction and make it flow in

another" (Shrodes, I96L, P. 22) 
"

Reading is a function of the total personality and

Shrodes ftg6L) notes that the nature of the interaction between

the reader an¿ the reading matter and the ultimate significance

of his experience in terms of a reorganization of his psychic

structure are the product of a combination of factors incfud-

hg his need-s, values, goalsu and characteristic defense

systems" Thusu the reader will take from the literature

only that "which he is able to perceive and' organize; what

he experiences and feels wil-I determine the nature of his

perceptions and the meaning he attaches to them" (Shrodes,

Ig6L, P.22)

shrod.es ftg6:-) contends that the vicarious experience

ind.uced by reading is parallel in substance and function to

the primary phases of psychotherapy and invol-ves identifi-

cationu including projecti-on and introjection, catharsis

and insight" she claims that these manifestations assume a

variety of forms precipitated by the readerus deep sense of

emotional recognition when he beholds himseff or someone

cl-ose to him in the l-iterature " According to Shrodes OgeO ) self

recognition may give an individuat a sense of belonging and

may augment his self regard. She observes further that
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the literature
may arouse feelings of -s¡rmpathy and
compass1on (r-n tne read.er) or ne may
displace hostility upon the character
(in the literature) because he car¡rot
tol-erate in himself what he recognizes
in the character (p. 3I4),

A situation in a story may be so emotionally charged that it
becomes interchanged in the readerns mind. with an episode in
his own l-ífe and thus becomes an opportunity for the reader

to relive that incident (Shrodes u L96O). She further has

observed that the change in cogni-tive and psychic force

which may result from vicarious experience is capable of

resulting in adaptive behaviour that is more realistic than

the readerus previous adjustment.

Shrod.es (lg6O) acknowledges that when the reader is
given an opportunity to interact symbolically with fictional
characters, he is, in effect, reacting to real people and

real situations' In this context Shrodes G96o) quotes

Freud (f924) j-n describing the.power of the imaginative

writer to i-nfluence the oninion of the reader and. alter
his emotionsB

. ".wê react to his inventions as we should
have reacted to real experiences; by the
time we have seen through his trick it is
already too late and the author has
achieved his object" " u.The story-tel-ler has
a peculiarly directive infl-uence over us;
by means of the states of mind into which
he can put us and the expectations he can
arouse in usu o "he often obtains a great
variety of effects from the same materiaf" " "(p. 315) o
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The d¡mamic effects of literature, according to Shrodes

stimul-ates the process of s¡rmbolization in the reader enabling

emotion to be directed toward the immediate stimulus, imagin-

ative literature, in the same way as to previous experience

in the form of catharsis, identification and projection" She

continues:

These d¡mamic processes, the result of the
interaction of the reader's personality and
literature as psychological field, are
manifested in a functionally selective per-
ception which is in conformity to.the
readerus needsr goals and. characteristic
modes of adjustment (Hartman o L95Lo p, L5) 

"

Shrodes notes that in a piece of literature the writer
tries to organize human experience by endowing it with meaning

at the 1evel of personal- emotional involvement" "In its
direct and concrete representation of experience".;fiction or
drama may i-nduce the reader to re-live his owr. experience"
(Shrodes, 1p6Ìu p, 22) " Thus, in its portrayal of 1ife,
literature provides

an external frame of reference which permits the
reader to view his experience freshly from the
perspective of the detached observer" Being at
once fantasy and realityu it permits the reader
to be both participant and spectator (Shrod.es,
1961u p" 23J,

Powell (lg5o) notes that reading offers a failure-protectedu
anxiety-free social situation in which the individual feels
free to "try out", through the vicarious experiences gained

in reading, new attitudes, and to mobil-ize the energies of his
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personality around ways of thinking or acting which are not

possible in his real-l-ife situation. Shrodes Og6t)

expresses this in the foll-owing way:

As participant in the action of a novel he
wili (tfre reader) move about in a symbolic
world which is inaccessible to him in life.
As spectator, he will bring to bear upon
the iictional situation his predispositions,
the circumstances of his life, his unique
perspective, and in adding them up i-n
rel-ation to what is given, he may be com-
pelled to re-evaluate his own experience
1p.2s) "

Shrodes (196;-) notes that the affective power of literature

may produce a semantic reaction ín the reader in which he

confuses the synbol with what is s¡rmbolized" She contends

that if the reader fails to distinguish between

the organized sequence of experience poltr?yed
by the-writer wittr unorganized events of his
oí¡n tif e, he witl- react to the work of art in
the same repetitive pattern with which he res-
ponds to hiê own expérience (p, 23) 

"

Therefore, she continues in noting that for some readers

identification may precipitate a destructive
acting out of i-mpulses; f or others it may
reinfórce the readerus defense system; and
for stil] others it may serve as a catalyst
to free emotions from their unconscious
roots (Shrod.es u 1961, p " 23) ,

Thus, vicarious experience gained through reading is

potentially able to provide a new frame of reference which

permits the read.er to better understand and alter the
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reality of his personal life situation"

Shrodes O9Lt9) observes that if the l-iterature has

sufficient intrinsic interest and attraction to compete

successfully with previ-ous experiences, it may modify

and change the individualus cognitive organization" fn

a similar content Morris (L9?3) contends that l-iterature

brings about emotional- insight more readily because it
requires the ind.ividualss cognitive invol-vement (per-

ceiving, identifying, and remembering) as a prerequisite

to emotional interaction" He notes that "during biblio-
therapy a fusion occurs between the affective (emotional-)

and. cognitive areas within the individual which results

from a realization of the basic issues in the literature"
(p, 2). Thus, the individual ís more aware of his

feelings and therefore better able to understand them'

thus providing the basis for personality change. In

Morrisg words "the individual becomes more accepting of

himself and exists in a state of consciousness which

enhances personal growth" (p" 2) " This transformationu

according to Morris enables the client to act toward

environmental stimuli in a more meaningful manner, there-

fore he is able to cope with envíronmental situations by

employing accepted behaviour patterns" Shrodes (t949) 
'

in a similar vein concludes that

in providing an external frame of reference in
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the form of emoti-onal experienie that may
successfully cbr.rnteract previous experi-
ences, the use of literature indicates the
potential ego-strengtþ of the personality,
(Hartman, L95L, p. l-3).

According to saper (t96?), Kelly (L955) offers a

theoretical framework of cognitive activity which ín part

aceounts for the transaction between reader and literature"

In considering the addition of fresh elements of experience

into inefficient construct systems' saper (tg6z) notes it

is important that "this process take place gradually and

without threat to the-entrenched' construct system" (p"g).

Literature therapy provides an excellent technique for

ensuríng that this gradual introductj-on of construct

elements is accompJ-ished in a non-threatening manner"

Saper ftgeZ) writes

Ke1ly belíeves that literature has the potential
to provide an excellent avenue of investigation
for the patient because it permits the self to
become immersed only by degrees" An opportun-
ity is provided within the literary context
in which the reader can experiment with new
construct elements and test the old constructs
in new ways (p" 9).

T,iterature then may provide a new experience without threat

to the reader" Ketly (Saper, a96? ) feets that

the gradual nature of the involvement and the
initiall-y impersonal tone of the literary
transactíon þermits the development. of ...ideas(p.9).

According to Hartman (tgsl) response to imaginative
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literature (Shrodes, .1949) parallels closely the dynamic

processes that take place in any inter-personal Ìearning ex-

perience; these processes j-nclude identification, Projection'

catharsis, transference, insight, growth as well as inte-

gration of d.ef enses e correcting emotional experi-ences '

desensitization, revaluation of values and attitudes, and

psychological distancing" Shrodes (L949) notes that in spíte

of the many differences of opinion amongst personality

theorists concerning the structure, development and function

of the personality, there exist a number of related concepts

which offer a theoretical- basis for the belief that there is

a relationship between the d¡mamics of the personality and

the d¡mamics of the literary (aesthetic) experience

(Hartman, L95L) ,

Hartman (L95a) cites Shrodes O9Lþ9) in noting that the

psychologicat field is composed of everything presently

experienced in an ind.ivi-duaf us environment and that vicari-

ous experiences gained through reading constitute a signi-

ficant àspect of a personus psychological field" The nature

of such interaction between the reader and the material

presented is undoubtedly modified, in her opinion, bY such

factors as the individualus needsu goa1s, predispositions

and neural mechanisms of the brain. Nevertheless, the

significance of vicarious experience gained through litera-

ture appears to lie in the fact that it constitutes a real

contribution to the individualus reality-based psychol-ogical
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field s tructure.

Literature from the reader's perspective may provide for

the opporËuníty for greater freedom of move-
ment since the reader may see Ëhe field as a
shole comparable to regions in his o\¡rn life
space, and in addition may m.ove ínËo regions
and relatÍonships ordinarily not accessible
to him ín his ol¡/n insulated lif e (Hartman,
1951, p" L7)"

Inítia11y it is often much easier to read about "somebody

elsett r^rho has a problem similar to one r s orrn than to have

to face the harsh realíty of Ëhe problem as it relates to

the reader himself.

The ínteractíon betwee- l-ir¡ino ha,íngS and their environ_

ment: âccording to Hartman (1951), takes the form of "syr-

bolízaËíon whereby emotion is directed in the same r,/ay

lo\,/ard the Ímmediate sLimulus, 'imaginative literature t , as

to previous experience in the form of identification¡ pro-

jection and catharsis" (p. 18). Perhaps an example pf how

identífications wit.h characters in a story mav lead to

insight wí11 clarify the interrelationships between these

dynamic relationships.

According to Shrodes (l.949 ) as cíted by Hartman (1951):

when ídentification rvith a character takes
place in reading, Ëhe recogniËíon of similarity
beËween the character and oneself may be
either conscious or unconscious " I^lhen char-
acËer is admíred, identification ieads to arr
augmenting of self regard and an increased
sense of belongingness, thus contribuËíng
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to the inclividual's dual_ need f or autonomy
or mastery of self r âDd harmony or bel_onging-
ness to the group. l,lhen self -recoÊnit j-on ís
born out by the reality sÍtuation, the identi-
f ication represents insight, an a\^rareness
Èhat the character is tike oneself. Such an
additional Ínsight is productive of self
regard, for negat ively i t reduces the sense
of difference from others, positively it
gives one a sense of belongingness. . . If the
character is not admirable, íf he is unreal-
isrÍc in handling his problems, if his adjust-
ments to lif e siËuatÍons are mala<iaptíve, the
recognition of oneself in the character may
provide a deterrent to the subj ectts continu-
ation of his own inadequate life p1an. If. ..
the character appears to work out a satisfactory
solutj"on of the problem besetting the reader,
Ehere is an opportunity for incorporation of
the characterrs modes of adaptation or, if
the character obviously respected by his
intimate associates. . .whereas the subj ecE has
been made to feel inadequate because of his
similar behaviour manifestatÍons, there is
an opportunity for introj ection of the approval
meted Out to thp ¡hrraîrõr, leading tO
enhanced self regard (llartman, 1951, p. 19-20)

FIopefully the above example will help to ^1^-: ç,. +L^L r 4 r r ! y L tl e

F l. ^ -. - - ^.. + { ^L II E ! d IJ g U L I Lnature of the psychological vehicle by which

gains are made in literatherapy
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Jackson (tg6Z) offers a stightly different focus of

attention to the theoretical- basis of l-iteratherapy" Jackson

contends that the organism which becor¡es reader brings into the

worl-d little more than a bundle of potentialities which are

limited by native endowment to an unknown extent" She notes

that the organism will- seek satisfaction in ways that are

determined by íts culture and therefore the self which emerges

is the result of the approval and disapproval of significant
others: mothers, fathersu siblings, teachers, and so onu

Sullivan (Jackson, L962) notes thatu"""tendencies of the per-

snality not approved by these others, tendeneies strongly

disapproved, are di-sassociated from the awareness of the

child'l (p. 'll9) 
" According to this theoretical formulation,

an individual becomes what he is by interaction with the

interpersonal situations of which he is a part"

Significant others need not be human, therefore the

therapeutic value of l-iterature can be readily applied to

interpersonal theory" To SulLivan (Jackson, L962) tfre

literature itself may function as a significant other:

in general, any frame of reference, whether
constituted by real people, imaginary people
existing only in literature. ".along with one
other real person (t¡re reader), cam make up
an interpersonal situation (Jackson, L962,
p" ll9).

Jackson (tg6z) notes that
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one !/ay propose Ëhat the variety and richness
of books are means of counteracÈing the meager-
ness of the environment and the limiËs of Ehose
who are parts of interpersonal sítuations (p. 119) .

May (Jackson, L962) has staËed Èhat, "the common, objecLive

aspect of neurotic problems (of our tines) is that. the

Índividual " " . cannot experience himself as a self in his or^rn

right" (p" 119)" In Èhís regard Sullivan acknowledges that
I'iË ís not Èhat as .you j udge so sha11 you j udge others,

buË as you judge yourself so shal1 you judge oËhers" Strange

buÈ true so far as I know and withouË excepËíon" (p " 120) "

The irnplication for literatherapy as a treatment techníque

ís clearly promising"

Literature, in f uncËioning as a Ëherapeutic agent r IIIâY

be expected Èo have an impacË upon the human organísm as

a totality (both in physical and psychological terms).

!Íhitacker and Malone (Jackson, L962) contend that physical

changes have very clear psychological effects, and presumably

the reverse is Ërue"".thought and ídeation are víev¡ed as

highly inÈegrated feelirgo feell-ng as highly integrated

emotion as highly integraÈed physiological change, and physio-

logical change as a highly integrated electrochemical change.

Consequently, literature v¡hÍch arouses emotion wl11 tn turn

bring about physl-ological changes " Jackson (I962) cl-tes

Carroll in Ehis regard r,¡ho ouEllnes three mechanisms lnvolved

in Lfteratherapy. In the firsË of these, the reader
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fdentífies himself r¡ith characters and experi-
ences ín the reading materials and abreacts
repressed unconscious affecËs in regard to Ëhe
material absorbed (p. 120).

The second mechanism involves the reader in an integration

of the "inte1lectua1 undersËandings and emotional experiences

contaÍned in the reading material into combined intellecËua1

and emotional ínsight inËo his o!,/n personaliÈy and life siËu-

aËÍont' (p. 120). The third process enables Ëhe reader "to

express vicariously or to subl-ímate his ínstinctual impulses

ín a socially acceptable manner" (p. 120). This process

allows Ëhe reader Ëo redirect social-ly urraccepËab1e impulses

ÈorÂ7ard socially acceptable goals. I^Iith respect to this

aspect of learning as a result of socially acceptable goals,

it may be noËed thaË a good deal- of a personts behavíour

may be acquired Ëhrough imiLation (Sullivanfs significant

others). If this be the case, social imiÈatíon may serve

as an effective vehicle for Ëhe transmission of socially

valued behaviour paÈterns in the treatment of problem individ-

ua1s" The model for such íroitation¡ ês has been established

above, need not be living, but may, in fact, be a character

exÍsting in literaLure"

Soclal learning theorists Bandura and l.Ialters (1963)

note that exposure Èo the acËivfties of others result.s j.n

responses established nalnly by soeial initation" Saper

(L96i) notes Èhat three types of learning processes may occur

fn thfs context: the learnlng of nehr responses, the fnhibftion
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of old responses and the el-icitation of forgotten responses"

Saper (tgøZ) argues that imitation occurs immed.iately and.

involves behaviour which contains little cognitive abstraction.
T,iterature provid.es an endl-ess variety of models capable of
ini-tiating the process of social imitative learning in the

reader" Therefore, the therapeutic effects of l-iterature
upon the reader may be partíalty due to the phenomenon of
social imitative learning experienced vicariously through the

read.ing material 
"

Earlier in the discussion the significance of metaphor

in the therapeutic application of literature was mentioned."

Perhaps a cl-oser examination of this aspect of literatherapy
is warranted at this time" Butler (strupp and. ruborsky, 1962)

suggests that metaphor and s¡rmboI in literature provide the
read.er with a wide range of connotations from which to
generalize his specific reaction to the material read."

lenrow (L966) notes that when Butrer refes to metaphors" u 
"

he seems to mean language referring to' visualo auditory, or bodily events-of a con-
crete sort (e,g, u "Youtre dragging your
heels, " "coming out .of your shel_l,'u "coming
up for air" u eic " ) " " . "Hã suggests tfrat the-
wide range of connotations provided. by metaphors
stimul*es the greatest variety of associations inthecl'ient and thus helps make available thegreatest variety of experiences from rvhich the
client then may create new thoughts or inter-
pretations of his behaviour (p, 145).

T.,ev] ftgA, believes that metaphors, like other interpretative
conceptsu bring an al-ternative frame of reference to bear upon
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a seÈ of observaËions. This a1ËernaËive viewpoínt permits

the reader to redefine a siÈuatíon (ln the literaËure) tn a

tray Ehat makes ít possible to modify his behaviour (Lenrow,

]-966) "

Lesser (saper, L967) has outlined the aspects of 1íterary

form that accounË for its abÍlity Ëo promote psychothera-

peutic change. These specific qualitÍes include dístancirg,

obj ectifícat,ion, bindíng aad stylizarion. Saper (L967 )

observes thaL distancing refers to Ëhe ability of ficÈíon Ëo

present an action as if ít r¡rere far ayay in spaee. This is

one fact.or whích accounËs for the reader's ability to be

simultaneously a parËicipanË and a spectat,or. AnoËher aspect

of form according to Lesser (1957) Ëhat helps to reduce

anxiety during reading is objectificaËion:

Sources of anxiety are clearly 1abelled and
recognized in a literary plot and this ís
much different from real_ life where r,/e often
do not know the source of our tension. This
process of objectificatíon is sinilar to...
I displacement I in r^¡hich the true source of
urìcorrscious fear is placed upon elearly
defined but unrelated Ítems.. "and unaccept-
able impulses are thus given socially approved
means of expressíon (Saper, j-967 , p " l5) .

LÍkewise, Ëhe Èechníque of binding in 1íterary form is

sinÍ1ar to objectifícation in that "it. prevenÈs anxiety from

becomlng generalízed Èo anything buË Èhe distinct object or

event (in the llterature) r' (p " l-5) . Saper (I967 ) noÈes rhat,

"sty l-ízation fnvolves that process by whlch art exaggerates

its own artfflclality" (p" l-5), for thfs aspect of form serves
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to assure the reader that, after all, that which he is

read.ing is just a story and consequently, need not be cause

for alarm"

Saper contends that a reader ga5-ns benefit from

l-iterature because it provides him with an opportunity to

analogize" To lesser (Saper, Lg6?) tfiis involves the

conscious or unconscious evolution of an action involving

onesel-f which paralle1s the actions or emotíons of the story"

This process of analogizing alows the reader "to relate on

a personal leve1 to the underlying theme of the story, regard-

less. of the extent to which he is able to compare himself to

the characters (in the literature)" (.Sap-er:^,L96? ¡ P' 16 ) "

Another attribute of literature accordirÍg to Lesser, is its

capacity to simultaneously condense time and yet give more

attention to the details of l-if e. The fact that l-iterature

speaks to the reader in a relatively compact fashion allows

hÍm to obtain a great deal of emotional experience in a

brief span of time (Saper, 196?) 
"

Shiryan (tgZO) has chosen to use the term "litera-
therapy" rather than "bibliotherapy" in order to "stress

its differentiation from the better known term "bibliotherapy"

which has become vague and meaningless" (p" I ) " This

writer has decided to adopt Shiryanns usage for litera-

therapy represents a process which includes reading as

well- as group technique and discussion, ltfith respect to the
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term "bibliotherapy" Shiryan notes that

the use or perhaps abusen of the term
bibliotherapy embraces any and every
combi-nation of book-related material with
patient-resembling popul-ations" Included
are such extremes as prescribing a specific
book for: .a specific d.iagnosis of mental
il-lness" o oâl1d the mere availabj-lity of
books on a work-assignment of patients to
the library facilitiesn u " 

(p" I ).

literatherapy, as shiryan vj-ews it, applies literature

aS a comprehensive field and approaches the client as a

totat personality while attempting to guide discussion toward

the ideas and valuesu the conflicts and problems and the

attempted solutions as they are embodied in the literature
presented (p" l-Z)." Shiryan contends that "eventually

personal pr'oblems are then 5¡6ltght to light and worked

through in the relevant context out of which they have

naturally and meaningfully evolved" (p' 2 ) "

Perhaps at this point it would be useful to examine

some of the characteristics of literatherapy which make it

a potentially suitable psycho-educational technique for use

with adolescents in a school setting" Shiryan (tgZO) notes

that the defenses of the participants in group literatherapy

are relatively relaxed. and since no direct challenge is to

be expected. (at least not during the first part or even

most of the session) one does not have to put up oness de-

fenses and be on guard, He believes that in a relaxed.

atmosphere one can react freely to the storye¡r expressing
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feelings, projecÈíng atEitudes, discussing and arguing with

meubers holding differing opinions, learning and explaining

aecepting and persuadirg, withouÈ having to be defensive

since it is not you v¡ho is being discussed, buË raËher the

character in the sËoryo o . " (Shiryon, 1970, p. 2) " He believes

that this psychological dístancing helps Èo "re1ax the defenses"

instead of t'breakíng throughtt or "Èearíng Ëhem down", and

that psyehological distancíng is significant "even though

Ëhe members of the group realize that they are reacting and

revealing their or^rn personal-ity ín the discussion" (p " 3) .

Nevertheless, Èhe fact thaÈ t'iË is noÈ me who is Ëhe direct

subjecË of the discussiorl", enables the participants to enter

spontaneously into involvement with the 1iËerature (Shiryon,

7970).

Another ímportanË characteristic of literatheraPY¡

aecording to ShÍryon (1970) is Ëhe insight which is gained

while observing and analyzing certain situaËions, int,erper-

sonal relations and interactions in a short story or poem"

He believes that when this insight has been clarified and

comprehended through discussionu ít may be incorporated into

one t s ov¡n sub j ecËive 1íf e situaÈion f rom t.he neutral environ-

ment of the díscussíon forum (p. 3) "

In addition to the distancing and obJectifytng (and

resultant subjectlfylng inslghE) elements present in litera-

therapy, Shiryon acknov¡ledges an fnvolving element which adds
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to the effectiveness of Literatherapy.. "Thís aspect relates

to Ëhe porrer of literature to engage the listener, to catch

hís imagination, to involve his enotions, aËtitudes and judg-

mentse to have híur project his feelings and Ëo help hím

identify, in one way or another, wj-th the characters ín the

1Íterat.ure. The metaphor of 1íterature has the compelling

abí1ity to impress, to arouse, and to reca1l past associations

and experiences (Shiryon, Lg7O, p. 5).

shiryon (1970) notes Ëhat Ëhere are three basíc modal-

íties which are used by almost every school or meÈhod of

psychotherapy in varying combinaËions: the word" the picÈure

and the experÍence, or¡ to be specífico 1) the verbal, logical

communication of rational thinkíng, 2) the imagination or

fanÈasy involvement, and 3) Ëhe emotional and sensory experi-

ence" A píece of literature combines all Ëhree of Ëhese. IIe

acknowledges Ëhat

1Íterature embeds Èhe conflicts that gave rise
to 1íteraËure, and Ëhe reader responds Èo the
conflicËs and anxieties in the work of art wiÈh
his ovrn judgnenÈs.".(p" 5)"

Because literature invorves Ëhe Ëotal personality of the

reader in many modalities of communicaËion shiryon feels

that literatherapy provides an on-going opportuniËy for

tryout behaviouro for a kínd of safe risk-taking. shiryon

notes that such an experÍence,..

goes beyond the utrÍal actingt in o¡reis own
thoughts sínce 1t avails structured situations
and behaviours on one hand and a group of
fndivlduals with differing opinions
agaf nst rvhlch one can check one t s o\rn
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tendencies, on the other" Even such 'testing'
does not have to be accomplished by exposing
one's self but can be brought about through the
discussion of uthis fellow in the story"(p.5-6).

Perhaps at this point it would be useful to consider the

relationship which exists between self concept and litera-
therapy" Vfil-Iiams and Cole (ryøA) note that theorists such

as lrrndhol-m (1940) , Sarbin (tgsZ) and Snygg and Combs (L9t+9)

view the self concept as central to manus behaviour" They

state further that a number of investigators (Coopersmith 
e

lgsg and Fink, Lg62) have obtained positive relationships
between self concept and academic achievement. Williams and

Cole (tg6A) cite a number of investigators (Bruck and Bodwin,

1962; Iltlalsh, 1956) who contend that deficiency in sel-f-

esteem may be a significant determinan-b of und.erachievement"

The importance of sel-f concept seems apparent and for this
reason the writer is concerned with the need for the develop-

ment of psycho-educational interventions (such as litera-
therapy) potentially capable of self concept modification
and ad. justment 

"

Brookover (Wil1iams and. Cole , L96B) attempted to rel-ate

evaluation of significant others such as parents, experts and

counsellors to self perception of ability and school achieve-

ment and found that positive communication from parents

relative to a chil-dus ability 1ed to a significant increase

in both self-perception of abilíty and grades" It was
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likewise d.etermined that positive communication from both

experts (social workers, d.octors and psychologists) did not

have a significant effect on either self-percepti-on or grades'

The research findlngs concluded that it was more effective to

work through establi-shed significant others such as parents

than to attempt to develop new significant others as sources

of influence" It seems reasonable to consider literature as

a potential educationally-established significant other in

view of Brookoverss findings" Group literatherapy provides

the additional advantage of communication from oneus peer

group'agroupwhichformanyad'olescentsfunctionsasa"

significant other in the absence of parental interest (W iff-

iams, and Cole u L96B) "

Bvery classroom teacher is familiar with the "behav-

iour-probl-em" (adolescent) student" Often-times, it seems

as if nothing is able to capture his interest and divert

his restless energy or apathetic solitude" Because liter-

ature is said to possess the ability to profoundly influence

a personos attítude and outlook, and because behaviour is

thought to stem from these "deeper" aspects of personality,

the possibility persists that the cl-assroom teacher may be

able to systematicatly use literature to bring about behav-

ioural change in (adolescent) stud.ents" In fact, McClaskey

(lgzo) reported bibliotherapy to be effective ín bringing
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about significantly improved behaviour in emotionally dis,
turbed adul-ts 

"

D" THE PROBI,ETVI

The study is designed to determine whether a plarrned

programme of short term literatherapy using creative líter-
ature (short stories, records and. poetry) will produce

significant behavioural and self-concept change in behav-

iour-problem middle-adol-escent girls 
"

E. CONCEPT]ONAT, HTPOTHESTS

Short-term literatherapy using creative literature
will bring about change in l-) behaviour and 2) self-concept"

FO THEORETICAT DEFTNITTONS

The following theoretical definítions are employed:

Therapy - the treatment adrnínistered to behaviour-

problem adol-escent girls to improve an unsatisfactory
condition.

. l,iteratherapy - a specific treatment involving group

reading and discussion of creative literature to bring
about (self-concept and behaviour) change (Sfríryon, L9?O).

Behaviour - discernibl-e s¡rmptoms of commonly encountered

psychopathology as measured by the Bristo.r- social Adjustment

Guide (Stott, I9?L),

Sel-f-concept - the expressed statement of an individ-
ual- with respect to what he o'bel-ieves" he is at a given
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poínt in time (Fitts, 1965),

Identification - an adaptive mechanism which the

human being utilizes,' targely unconsciously, to augment

his self regard" rt takes the form of a real or imagined

affiliation of onesel-f with another persone a group of
persons¡ or with some institution or even with a s¡rmbol.

rf a character has a strong valence of attraction for the

readeru a positive identification will be made; if the

character has a valence of repulsion for the reader, a

negative identification wltl- be made. 'These identifications
constitute transferences of affect from a previous experí-
ence to the present experience (Shrodes , LgLtg) .

Projection - has two common usages in the literature"
It consi-sts of the attribution to others of one¡s own

motives or emotions in order to ascribe bl-ame to another

instead of to oneserf. (The term is al-so used to describe

onets perception, apperceptionu and cognition of the world
and people) (Shrodes, LgVg),

Catharsis is used sJmonlrmously with abreaction to
denote the uncensored and spontaneous release of feel-ings;

in the Aristotel-ian sensee it means the pirrging of emotions,

(shrodes , l-9tl9) ,

In.sight is commonly used to ind.icate emotional

awareness of one's motivations, a recognition that proceed.s

from the rel-iving of oneos early experiences and the conse-

quent abreaction (Shrodes, 1949).
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A " nnvruw o¡' 
'rHn 

-nrr4rno 
'r,rtnnargrg

"The eye find.s what the mind is seeking" The
mind finds lvhat the heart is seekins" "

Caroline Shrodes

Ross (scfruttfreis, 1972) states that bibliotheraliJ'

means "healíng with books " " Such therapy may be d.irected

toward thepromotion of personal development or toward the

treatment of emotional problems " Carner Qgeø) notes that

Pierre Janet, the eminent French Psychiatrist was interested

in therapeutic reading and bel-ieved that patients could be

inspired. or stimulated into making better life adjustments

through reading" Bibliotherapy has long been of interest

to hospital librarians (Tews, L962, L96?, I97L) and. writers

such as leys 0964) and Ticknor (L959) aeknowledge the val-ue

of reading material within the hospital setting" McClaskey

(lg?O) cites lrleimerkirsch who attributes the intord.uction of

bibl-iotherapy in America to Benjamin Rush and noted that J"

Mu Gal-t was the first to write an article on bibliotherapy"

A number of writers have attempted to generate

bibliographies on bibl-iotherapy while the field has been

further expended through the efforts of the United States

Veterans Administration which has functi-oned as a cÌearing

house for information. McClaskey (tgTO) tists a number of

bibliographic sources including: Kie1l (tg6Z) who developed

3o
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a list of over four thousand titles dealing with literature
from a psychological viewpointu stone and. stone (rg66) who

illustrated psychotic and neurotic disorders as outl-ined in
the literary works of major writers and Kircher Qgee) who

emphasized the importance of behaviour patterns in chil-dren¡ s

literature" Tn addition, lloses and Zaecaria ,lgeg) provided

a small lísting of irnaginative and didactic books avail-abl-e

for therapeutic use and Murphy (Ig?2) offered a similar
listing of "problem-solving books for chil-dren" to be used. in
the hospital- setting " The d.evelopment of such biblio-
graphical- material- in the area of bibliotherapy has done

much to stimulate interest in this fieldo
B" REVTEV\I OF RESEARCH ON THE TOPIC

Research on bibliotherapy has been limited to the

fiel-ds of psychology, counsell-irg, education and library
science " McClaskey (lgZO) acknowled.ges that Z,accarias s

Ogeg) outtíne of five areas of research into bibliotherapy
forms a convenient framework against whieh to build a survey

of the related literature" These five research areas represent

exhortatory studies, attempts to relate bibliotherapy to other

aspects of mental health practiceu general descriptive
researche case studies and experimental design studies'" The

research of McC1askey is acknowledged as a major source for a

number of the references which fol_low"
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The first category mentioned. by zaccaria includes

exhortatory studies, This material- is exemplified by the

work of writers such as Kaufman an¿ Taylor (IÐ6), Rofroiit

(Lg6L) and lenrow (L966) who emphasize the therapeutic val-ue

of literature"
Thesecond.categoryattemptstodealwiththe

relationship of bibliotherapy to other aspects of mental

health practice. Many writers from such diverse backgrounds

as nursing, hospital administration' occupational therapy,

educationo the ministry, library sci-ence and psychiatry have

contributed to a general theory of bibliotherapy" Schultheis

(tgZZ) indicates the contribution which various writers

have made in this regardt Bryan (tglg) suggested that the

individual- shoul-d be educated. both emotionally and intellect-

ually. This, she believed could be achieved through the use

of imaginative literature, Rosenblatt (L938) contends that

the personality becomes invol-ved in literature u s vicarious

experience which results from its effect upon thought and

feeling" Hartley (LgsA) acknowledges the lack of research

evidence sr.lpporting bibliotherapy and maintains that testimon-

ial evidence will- have to be replaced by experimental work"

Cianciofo Oges) notes that bibliotherapy can have both a

therapeutic and a preventative function in the field of mental

hygiene" Menninger (196l_) affirms the value of reading as an

adjunct to psychotherapy but notes that more empirical
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research is need.ed in the area of bibliotherapy. Alston

(McClaskeyu Lg?O) contends that bibliotherapy should involve

the matching of the therapist, patient, moment and. content

in such a way so that the book is likely to be of maximum

value to the patient " Thomas (lgøZ ) believes that ed.uca-

tors, who have rel-ied upon books as a major tool are neglect-

ing the challenge which bibl-iotherapy offers" Russell (1g?O)

has been influenced by Shrodes A949) in noting that liter-
ature permits the reader to be both the spectator and the

participant" He observes that as a spectator the reader

brings to the literature his needs and values which influence

the selectivity of what he sees and reads while as a parti-

cipant, he will respond in relation to the ideas he has read

and selected with varying degrees of acceptance and rejection"

leJeune Ogeg) observes that books are capable of changing

the direction of events and points out that the incidence of

book burnings, banishment and murder of writersu and the

suppression of ideas and opposition by dictators down through

the ages bear testimony to the explosive forces pent up in
books" Rothenberg (tgZZ) notes that authors and psycho-

therapists both share a vital interest in the understandi-ng

and enhancement of the human heart, its emotions and. its
experienceso lawler (lg7Z) also bel-ieves in the therapeutic

power of l-iterature and mentions poetry therapy as being a

most potent vehicl-e for personality ad.justrnent when properly
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utilized 
"

hlith respeet to the prescription of books Shrodes Og4g)
bel-ieves that therapists should choose literature on the basis
of the d¡rnamics of the individual personality rather than
upon a "medical model" approach to mental il-l-ness. The

writings of Gottschalk (fg+S) are suggestive of such a
disease orientation to the "prescription,, of adjustmental
literature 

"

Mcclaskey notes that the relationship between biblio-
therapy and other areas of practice was studied. by shrodes
(1949) who considered the role and function of the practi-
tioner and. related bibliotherapy to therapeutic practice"
McClaskey (tg?O) cites the foll_owing from the work of Shrod.es:

fn clinical practice the rnain values ofbibliotherapy aq an adjunct to therapy are
economy anq facility. Not only may thepatient gain insights during the läpsesof time between interviews but he mãy morereadily recal-l e?rly significant 

"*pä"i"rrces,reexami-ning his interpersonal rel_at-ionshíps,
secrre an outl_et for his feelings, in thé
form of abreactionu and identify with bothself and non-self figures" T_,itêrature, inits recapitulation, ðxtension and refråction
Of hiS OW11 exnêr'ì onno r^¡i'l'l help him tO fOCUSrris pãrðåpt"ãi"iäãüiir;Ë-i"";;ñ äi;";;ions 

"By providing a new frame of refer:ence for
examining familiar life patternsu books maypenetrate the unconscious so that percentión
becomes less automaticu motives may Uecõme
recognized, and values more.,consistent withreality may be incorporated."

Education to ful-fiII its humanist goa1s, mustrecognize those forces v¡ithin and without the
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personality which limit growth and bl-ock the
fruition of mants powers" " "full-er consciousness
of man's limitations and potentialities can be
brought about through relating the insights of
one field of knowledge to those of another"
Reading has been taught too often as merely a
skil1 in which meaning and val-ue are subordin-
ated to mechanical skitl. ". (p. 18-19) 

"

McClaskey further acknowledges that Hartman (A95L)

reviewed the theoretical assumptions of bibliotherapy and

then related these to the use of bibl-iotherapy as a

projective technique" Tsimpoukis OgAA) studied the irnpli-
cations of bibliotherapy in the area of counselling and guid.-

ance while Margolis (tgZt) examined. the use of poetry in the

fiel-d counsell-ing theory and practice" As is evident from

the above citations, the fiel-d of bibliotherapy has been

approached from a wide variety of differing orientations"
General descriptive research, the third area of' "

bibliotherapeutic research according to Zaccaria (1968),

illustrates the use of bibl-iotherapy in particular settings"
Bradley and Bosquet Og%) outline the uses of books in
psychotherapy with children and note that readi-ng helps the

therapist overcome a chil-d's resistance to treatment" Al-len

ftg+e) contends that reading can help neuropsychiatirc patients

to verbalize emotional attitudes and that this verbalized
naterial is of great value to the psychiatrist. Powell (tgSO)

w::ites that in the hospital context, the reading group offers
a failure-protected., anxiety-free social situation in which

the ind.iviclual- can try out new attitudes and. behaviour. patterns 
"
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Powe1l, Stone and..Frank (t952) believe that a reading group

on a psychiatríc ward is valuable for individuals who can

gain prestige with their skill in handling ideas" They state

that for such people reading and discussion may

afford a means of d.iminishing anxiety and
strengthening sel-f-esteem to the point
where they dare to frrnction more freely in

. the therapeutic setting (p"Sl).

l{itty (lg5Z) contends that reading therapy conducted within

the school setting can do much to foster emotional growth in
school-age children" Preventive bibliotherapy is exemplified

by Boness Qç59) descriptíon of a prograrnme he used in h1s

elementary classroom designed. to d.evelop healthy attitudes

toward family life. Jirnier (McClaskey, L9?O) presented. an

analytical and statistical survey of bibliotherapeutic work

being done with hospital-ized mentally ill patients while

Ciancio-]-o Oge 5) endorses the contention that childrens s

literature can affect coping behaviour and she offers a listing
of resent publications suitable in helping the young reader to

recognize his own problems and pressures and to find possible

solutions for them. fn a recent article Edwards (lgZz)

emphasizes that educators must become more aware of the value

of read.ing in helpíng children to und.erstand themsel-ves " She

concludes by noting that the teacher j-s a significant other who

can be instrumental in increasing chil-drenss sensitivity to,

and perception of, their own self concepts and. those of others"
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According.to McClaskey (t9?O) ttre case study as used

in bibl-iotherapy incl-udes the clinical observations of medical

and. psychiatric practitioners as well as educators, counsellors,

therapists and librarians" Smith (Scfruttfreis,' 1972) reported

the effects of sel-ected literature on chil-dren in an educa-

tional- setting" McClaskey (lg?O) notes that Gottschalk (1948)

reported three cases employing the util-ization of biblio-
therapy in the practice of psychotherapy, Kantrowi-tz ftgeZ)

describes a thirtden-year ol-d chil-d whom she dj-rected in
bibliotherapy" She reports that by capitalizing on his
j-nterest in pigeons and basketball, she was able to interest
the boy in reading enough to help him "change from a with-
drawn child to an aggressive athlete'r (Hoagland,l972 p.390) .Last1y,

Maclean and Graff (L970) present a case for the reduction

of specific fears,through the use of what thpr¡ nall

"behavioural- bibliotherapy" 
"

The experimental- area of research has only recently
begrrn to interest bibliotherapists. McClaskey (1920) notes

that Jackson (L9L+4) stud.ied the effects of reading litera-
ture about Blacks on racial attitudes and observed specific
attitudinal change while Carleson (fçþg) in a study simil-ar

to that of Jackson (L94+) determined. positive additional

change among a group of eleverrth-¿5rade adolescents with

respect to racial attitudes " Heminghaus (McClaskey, L9?0)

noted the val-ue of bibliotherapy in altering the attitudes
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and social adjustment of a group of elêmentary school

pupils " Ttlhipple OgeÐ sought to examine the eff ect of short

term classroom bibliotherapy on the personality and academic

achievement of reformatory inmate students and concluded

that the treatment d.id result in significant improvement in
both personality functioning and achievement. Hogan and

Ki-rchner (tg6j) compared the relative effectiveness of

implosive, eclectic verbal and bibl-iotherapy in the reduc-

tíon of fear of snakes, The study indicated significant
d.ifferences between the pretest and post test behaviour of

the subjects who had implosive and eclectic verbal therapy

but no significant d.ifference was evidenced by the bibl-io-

therapy subjects" McClaskey (tg?O) reported findings

indicating bibliotherapy to be effective in bringing about

significantly ímproved behavioural change in chronic

emotionally disturbed adul-ts" He was not able to demon-

strate sig¡ificant positive gains in attitudinal change.

King (19?2) ín a study to determine the effects of group

bibl-iocounsell-ing on fourth-grade students who were under-

achieving in reading found that groups receiving biblio-
counselling experienced highly significant improvement in
their attitude toward reading and their reading self con-

cept as measured in both immediate and long-term post-

testing" Stone (tgZz) studied the bibliotherapeutic effect
of Bible reading upon manifest anxi-ety concluding that
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higher familiarity and invol-vement with the treatment

materials tended to be related. to l-ower final anxiety levefs"

The use of bibliotherapy among sixth-graders to effect

attitude change toward American Blacks was investigated by

Zucaro (tg?Z) " He concluded that bibliotherapeutic j-nter-

vention was capable of effecting attitude change in the

desired direction"
As there appears to be a relative shortage of biblio-

therapeutic investigation within the school setting under

experimentally controlled conditionsu this writer has

decided. to examine this aspect of the topic in his study"

The previously reviewed literature suggests promise for the

study of the modification of behaviour and self-concept

through bibl-iotherapeutic intervention and it is for this

reason that the present proiect has been designed to examine

these facets of student functioning in the educational-

context.

A number of writers (Origgs, 1964; Schnecku L945)

suggest care in the application of bibliotherapy and note

that such treatment may be disadvantageous to the client if

not used with discretion" Tsimpoukis Qç68) cites the

opinion of T,ora ng (:-g+s) in this regard.:

For centuries writers and educators, parents
and churchrnen have acted. on the presumption
that reading material could of itsel-f be
objectively moral or immoral" From Plato to
the present day, attempts have been made to
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guard childrene s minds from inf'ection as we
would guard their bodies from disease" But
this consensus of opinion stands without any
proof that the modern statistj-cal- mind will
recognize and, for scientific certainty, the
modern attitude is correct " Iiìle cannot be
certain a theory is right just because a
number of individuals figure it out for them-
selves and arrive at the same conclusion"
Usually they are pretty close to the truth,
but we have instances down through our
eultural history in which they have been
wrong (p" 83-84),

Bibl-iotherapy is certainly not a panacea but it does

indicate the potential- of being a valuable adjunct to psycho-

therapy" literatherapy, involving group discussion, oral-

reading and silent reading seems to offer an advantage to the

non-reader that traditional bibliotherapy does not. Tn this
regard. Tsimpoukis (L968) records that Junj-er (tg6Z)

emphasizes that the reader must have mastered the mechanics of

reading, be able to irnderstand what he reads and be intell-i-
gent enough to transfer from his reading to his difficulty.
Brammer and Shostrom (tç60) are cited by Tsimpoukis as

considering the following to be limitations which the reader

may bring to the bibtiotherapeutic situation: a tendency

to rationalize problems upon reading about them, a tendency

to think that reading alone will solve problems and a

tendency to experience j-ncreased arxiety upon reading mental

hygeine literature" Vüith respect to the target treatment

population it seems only reasonable for the bibliotherapist
to ensure that the reading material- is both age-appropriate
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and interest-appropriate, The bibliotherapist must have an

und.erstanding of the reading material he uses and must be

able to d,emonstrate to his patients those qualities which

indicate that he is genuinely concerned with each person

as an ind.ividual (tsimpoukis, l-968).

The ad.vocates of bibliotherapy belong to a broad

range of disciplines íncl-ud.ing psychiatry, library science

and education, In spite of d.ifferences in orientation and

apptication each of these groups agrees on the need for

further experimental research aimed. at establishing the

effectiveness of bibliotherapy in personal adjustment. This

need þives direction and justification to the research at

hand,



CHAPTER IIT

RESEARCH PROCED1IRES

"There's no book so bad but has
some good in it"

Cervantes 
"

A" OPERATTONA], DEF]NTTTONS

(i) Self-concept The expressed statement of an

individual with respect to what he "bel-ieves" he is at a

gíves point in time as measured by specific scales on the

Tennessee Self Concept Scal-e" This instrument ís a stand-

ardized, objective scale designed to assess various dimensions

of sel-f-eval-uation including physical self, moral-ethical

self , personal sel-f , family self , and social sel-f " The

T"S.C"S. is suitable for adolescents with a grade six reading

level- or better (Fitts , L965) .

(ii) Behaviour - Ðiscernible s¡rmptoms of commonly

encountered psychopathology as measured by specific scales on

the Bristol- Social- Adjustment Guide" This instrument is a

standardized. teacher-rated record of a childgs behavioural

responses in a particular human and physical (educationat)

situation" The B"S"A,Gu provides a means of detecting,

noting and assessing behaviour disturbances (maladjustments)

in children aged five to sixteen years within a school

setting" Such s¡rndromes as unforthcomingness, withdrawalu

t+z
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hostility and inconsequence are derived. within two main

scales representing the under-reacting'(unract) and over-

reacting (ovract) mod.es of malad.justment (Stott, I9?L) 
"

B" TREATMENT TEgHNIQUEË

Short prose and poetry selectíons requiring âbout

twenty minutes to read orally were used at the beginning of

each treatment session" The content of the material used

was appropriate to the age and interest l-evel-s of the adol--

escent girls in the progranme" The therapist sel-ected the

reading material- for each up-coming session on the basis of

group feedback and the girlst expressed interests arising
from the earl-ier treatment sessíons" The members of the

literatherapy group were encouraged to discuss in their
own way the story or poem being read. The therapist's
initial task was one of gaining the acceptance and trust of

the group. This was accomplished largely through a candid

d.escription of the study in question (tfre goal of the study

was not d.iscussed)u a non-judgmental response approach to

the girl0s expressed opinions and a direct, "no-holds-

barred" reply to any questions that resulted from the dis-

cussions which fol-lowed the reading of the literature" The

therapist0s chief rol-e was to function as a resource person

to whom the group could turn for guidance in directing and

focusin¿5 discussion if necessary"

The literature selections were chosen according to
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three general criteria: 1) interest and reading level suit-
able to middle adolescent girls; ?) content appropriate to

areas of concern as indicated on an on-going basis by the

girls, and 3) length of material suitable for twenty-minute

oral readins,

C" SOURCES OF DATA

hlith the approval and co-operation of the Transcona-

Springfield School Dívision, fifty adolescent girls, ranging

in age from twelve to seventeen years, enrolled at Central-

North Junior High School-e were randomly assigned to one

treatment and two control groups. The Treatment group con-

sisted of seventeen girls, the Hawthorne group was made up of

sixteen girls and the control group consisted of another

seventeen gir1s. All of the girls enrolled at Central North

Junior High School had experienced difficulty in the school-

setting from which they had come" These academic difficul-

ties represented a broad variety of problems including

reading d.ifficulties, developmental lags, emotíonal diffi-

culties, behaviour disorders and perceptual-motor difficul-ties"

Regardless of the nature of each specific problem, each girl

had demonstrated an inability to function to full potential

in the regular school environment.

Central North Junior High School attempts to provide

the adolescent student with a learni-ng envi.ronment which is
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both challenging and non-threatening. Small teacher/student

ratios (one teacher for every fifteen students) enable the

chil-d to benefit from individualized and personal instruction.
A blend of academic and work experience helps to motivate

the girl to obtain the maximum benefit from the educa-

tional opportunity at hand" A rich variety of back-up

personnel, incl-uding social workers, resource teachers,

counsellors, psychologists and reading clinicians provides

extensive therapeutic input to the existing school pro-

grailme. Tuckman (lgZZ) asserts that rather than designing

a study to test an experimental intervention by including

the typical two groups (experimental- and control-) there

is value in introducing a second control group which

specifically provides for the control of the Hawthorne

effect, The no-treatment control group experienced no

contact whatsoever with the experimenter except for the

interaction during the collection of pretest and post-test

data" The same condition existed with the Hawthorne

control group which in addition experienced a specific
intervention carried out by a femal-e staff member of

Central- North School" It was anticipated that the procedure

initiated with the Hawthorne group woul-d have no specific
effect related to the effects of the treatment intervention

being eval-uated" The Hawthorne procedure invol-ved the

group in presumably non'therapeutic activities including
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table games and. puzzl-es, magazine reading (See Appendix A)

and quiet conversation under the supervision of a female

school staff member" Discussíon, other than normal

conversation, was excluded from the Hawthorne control

group sessions.

fhe treatment group lístened to oral reading of

selected literature and recorded poems, songs and anecdotes

(See Appendix B) and. discussed the material in the group

setting"
fn the Hawthorne control experiment outlined above

an irrelevant, unrelated intervention was deliberately

introduced in order to create the Hawthorne effect

ty¡lieally associated with intervention"

All three groups were involved in the study for a

period of sixty-four days beginning on January 4, L973 and

end.ing on March J, Lg?3. Seventy-five minute sessions

met weekly on days two, four and six of the school-day

cycle from l-:00 pumn to Z:LJ p"ilt. (See Appendix C) " The

three groups met separately in assigned. classrooms in

Central North Jrmior High Schoof according to the especiall-y

designed timetabl-es in effect for the duration of the research

programme (See Appendix D). This time period represents a

total of twenty-seven contact hours (See Appendix E).
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D" DATA COIIECTTON PROCEDURES

Two instruments were employed in an investigation

desiE5ned to study the effectiveness of short term litera-

therapy in an educational setting. The Ten4essee Self

Concept Scale was used to measure self concept change and

the Bristol Social- Ad.'ìustment Guide was used. to measure

behaviour change (See Appendix F).

1u Tennessee Self ConcepJL Scale (T*S 
" C,Ê,f

The Teruressee Self Concept Scale according to Bentler

(lg7z) was designed to be a measure of the phenomenological

self. He notes that five aspects of sel-f perception are

assessed and that the TnSoC.S" yields measures of overall
level- of sel-f regard, the self in r:elation to a variety of

frames of referenceu and several indirect features of the

self. Bentler states that the Instrument consists of

one hundred self-description items and that for each item

the tester selects one of five response options ranging

from "completely false" to "completely true"" The T.S"C.S"

is suitabl-e for subjects age twelve or ofder having approxi-

mately a grade six reading level and may be administered to

either normal or disturbed individuals (pitr", fgOs) 
"

According to Bentler (Buros, L9?2) items for the

scale were written according to a two dimensional- facet

design invol-ving the fol-l-owing aspects of the sel-f ; identity,
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sel-f-satisfaction, behaviouru physical self , moral-ethical selfu

personal self, family self, and social self" Bentl-er notes

that each of these aspects of the self receives a subscore

based on relevant items and that maior additionaf scores

a1 e derived: total positive Scoreu reflecting the overãll

l-evel of self-esteem; variability scores, reflecting the

amount of consistency from one area of Se1f-perception to

another; and distribution Score' a measure of extremity

response style. He states further that "the various content

areas of the item pool- are wel-1 conceived' and the scale

yields a vast amount of information from only 100 test

itemsir (p" gOO).

Vacchiano and Straus 0968) in a stud'y designed to

explore the construct validity of the Scales of the T'S"C"S'

through factor analysis' concluded that "the scale does

provide the five proposed measures of the self, physical,

moral-ethical, personal, family and social, when factors are

considered together, and this l-ends some support to the

valid.ity of the test" (P' gzo) .

Suinn (Buros, Lg?2) acknowledges that the items in

the original pool were derived from surveys of the liter-

ature on the self concept, from analyses of patient self-

reports and that the final items were selected by seven

clinical psychologists who were asked to classify each item

as to its fit with defined. constructs"
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In reviewing.the T"S"C.S" Suinn (Buros, L9?z) notes

that the d.etermination of the various scores reflecting
differing traits demonstrates the work invested in the scale

and that some 27 different scores are reported, most of

which appear to have been derived through a careful system

of logical analysis and deduction. In the above mentioned

study by Va.cchiano and Strauss, twenty factors were extracted

accounting for 66% of the total variances" They note that
Factor T, the largest factor obtained,, reflects a negative

or "real" family concept of d.isharmony and strife while

Factor II is simil-ar to I in pertaining to family relation-
ships, but is more positive in reflecting more socially
accepted or ideal family relationships" Vacchiano and

Strauss (ry69) conclude that "although a complex measure, the

T"S.C.S" does provide the five proposed measures of the self
concept when the factors are considered together" (p.32Ð.

¡'iit's (1965 ) n otes in the Manual- states

that there are several pieces of evid.ence índicating the

reliabifity of the scores on the T"S,C.S" r Congdon QgSg)

used a shortened version of the scal-e and obtained a score

similar to that obtained with the fu1l scal-e " With respect

to rel-íability'-Fítts suggests that evidence of rel-iability
is found in the similarity of profite patterns determined

through repeated measures of the same individuals over long

periods of time while reliability coefficients for the
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varj-ous profile segments used in computing the N.D"S" score

fa1I mostly in the 0.80 - 0.90 range" He notes that the

test-retest rel-iabilities are quite substantial for these

scales for a college student sample. In continuj-ng his

review Suinn remarks that
there is little doubt that the strongest
aspect of the T.S.C"S. is the empirical
scales;items which were found on initial
standardization to discriminate among
€iroups such as: normals, psychotics, neur-
otics, personality disord,ers, defensive
posi-tive subjects, and per:sonality inte-
gration subjects (p" gOg).

Because of the two-fol-d nature of the T.S"C"S. u

. ,ñ r ^^ ^\Suirrrr (Buros, L97 2) notes validation data shoul-d be

examined a) in terms of the test's usefulness in differen-
tiating normals from non-normals, and b) in terms of its
capability of measuring seJ-f concept variabl-es.

.,.the manual cites cross-val-idation data
which strongly su.ggest that the empirical
scales do à competent job of group discrim-
inati-on. . . "For the T.S.C.S. , it was assumed
that change in self concept would occur
from ¡ortr i n ai o-ni f iCant eXperienceS(Ñ"ñ;;h;;;p;, %;;sitivity- training, hos-
pitalization) or membership in certain
groups (minority groups, delinquency
groups) (p"36s):

Bentler (Buros, L9?2 ) contends that the T"S"C"S"

correlates well with other personality inventorieso such

as the M"M"P"T"

Several scores from the scale have remarkabfy
high correlations with qther measures of
personality functioning. The Taylor Anxiety
Scal-e correlates - 0.70 with Total- Positive
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Correlations from 0.50 to 0.70 are conmon
with the Cornell- Medical Index.". Correl-
ations with M. M" P " I . scal-es are frequently
in the C.5O's and 0"60us (p.s66).

Suinn (Buros, L97z) concl-udes in his review of the

T.S.C.S. that the scale

ranks among the better measures combining group
discrimination with self concept information"
The empirical scal-es are useful as a means of
screening clients for pathology, while some of
the other scales add intuitive data about self
perceptions (p. g 69) .

2, Bristol Social Ad.iustment Guide (g.S"A"G" )

The Bristol Social Adjustment Guide according to

Stott (I9?L) was designed to be a measure of maladjustment,

unsettledness and other emotional handicaps in children of

school age. Þforgan notes in Buros (]_g6's) that the B"S.AoGn ns

a;re checklists of statements describing items of behaviour

related to the emotional and behavioural- adjustment of

children five to fifteen years ol-d. The ''Child in School"

form is designed to be completed by the childÛs teacher who

sel-ects from scrambl-ed items those which describe the childns

behaviour in the school setting (Buros, t96 s).

The BoSnAoGo u accord.ing to Stott (Lg?Ð, d.oes not

measure "personality" in the traditional sense but does

attempt to identify "temperamental handicaps" represented.

by the five core s¡md.romes of unforthcomingness, withdrawal,

depression, inconsequence and hostility. Mor¿5an (Buros , l-965)
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states that

although the statements in the B'S'A'G' were
col-lecled..empirically with respect to 

- 
their

ability to distinguish maladjusted children
from nórmal- controls, the authors made use of
their clinical knowledge of the significance
of various kinds of behaviour and their
observed associations to identify various
subgroups of items relative'to syndromes of
matäajustea response (P. 158).

Stott (a97L) himself contend.s that "the School- ed.ition of the
B"s.A"G. is capable of detecting arl manifestations of mal-
adjustment u " .likely to be encountered by a teacher" (p, 7 ) . ,

Stott (tgZt) notes that the B.S"A"G" records the
chl-dos responses "in a particular human and physical situation,
and. notably to a single teacher" (p" B )" He bel_ieves that
the B.s"A.G" yields meaningful val-ues for the. two main scales
representing the under- and over-reactíng mod.es of maladjust-
ment" Prin6ç1e (Buros, t96 s) notes that the B.s"A"G" aims at
providing a general statement about the social_ adjustment
of a chil-d

which is as free as possible from theunreliability of subjective, personal
judgrnent and. since onlv eonteñr
?djustment is ¡"iåsulJ{"::åå:*3f;äãäå 

""ul_mprovement, whether spontaneous or as aresult of treatment, cãn be measured byobtaining another record after a neri oå of
time (p.-t6r}. "- ¡/vr+vu

Stott (tgZt) contends that the BuS.A"G" can be used

"wherever a behavioural- variable is required - in studies
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of", "the effects of vari-ous school-environments and teacherss

attitudes on the social adjustment of pupils" (p"z).

In addition, in Stottus view for research purposes, there

shoul-d be no objection to the use of the numerical scores

derived by simple counting or addition.
inlith respect to the reliability of the B.S"A.G",

Stott (L97I) notes that "a Coeffi-cient Alpha was obtained for
each of the core s¡mdromes" (p.18 )" These determinations for
the unract and ovract scales were " B2BJ and .9098 respectively"

Stott (tg7t) notes that val-idation means that the

psychoJ-ogical instrument gives results "in conformity with

expectations" (p" 19 ) " He observes that when one attempts

to find some external validation for tests of social adjust-

ment there is no readily available standard" Nevertheless,

Stott. contends that some element of valid.ation is achieved

if the results ta1ly with the assessments of teachers or

others who know the children well in a day-to-day relation-
ship" Morgan (Briros, tg6ù observes that "the validity of

the B,S"A"G. rests on its agreement with the usual criteria
of what constitutes mal-ad.justment and that the availabte

evidence in the Manual shows consistent success in this in
a wide varíety of settings (secondary schools, juvenile

treatment centres, probationary settings)" (p.159). He

suggests that the reliability and val-idity of the B.S.A.G"

"Day School" and the B.S.A.G. "Residential School-" were
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. mod.erately good (correlations of O.?? and 0,78) in showing

agreement with ratings by the warden on children's behaviour

and improvement over eighteen months in a special school-

for mal-adjusted children, whereas various projective tests

were by contrast poor (Buros, 1965),

In conclusion, response to the Bristol Social

Ad justment Guide has been favourable. Príngle (Br.rros , 1965)

observes that the B.S.A.G" is "a useful instrument for
obtaining judgments of childrenos behaviour from teacherso"""

(p. rozl.
Al-1 three groups were administered the Tennessee Sel-f

Concept Scale pretest and post test. The pretest was

administered on December 20, L972 and the post test was

adminj-stered on March 7, 1973. Similarly, the Bristol
Social Adjustment Guide was used pretest and post test. As

this instrument is a rating scale completed by the teachers

at their convenience it was not essential that specific

dates be assígneo for its administration" Each chíld was

rated on the B"S.A"G. by the staff member who knew her best"

E" OPERATIONAI HTPOTHESES

Six hypotheses were considered ¡ three pertained to

self-concept changeu three pertained to behavioural change.

Sel-f-Concept as the Dependent Variable:

l-u Behaviour-problem adolescent girls who partícipate in a
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prograïme of literatherapy will show sipçr'rificant change in

self-concept when compared with their pretest scores 
"

2" Behavj-our-problem adolescent girls who participate

in a pro€tramme of literatherapy wil-l show significant

change in self-concept when compared with the control groups"

3. Significantly larger numbers of behaviour problem

ad.olescent girls in treatment will demonstrate positive

change in self-concept than those who demonstrate negative

change

Behavior.rr as the Dependent Variable

1" Behaviour problem adolescent girls who participate in

a pJ-an:red. prograrnme of literatherapy will show significant

behavior.rral change when compared with their pretest scores.

2, Behaviour-problem adol-escent girls who participate

in a planned progranme of literatherapy will show signi-

ficant behavioural change when compared with the control
groups 

"

3, Significantly larger numbers of behaviour-probl-em

adolescent girls in treatment wil-l- demonstrate positive

change in behaviour than those who demonstrate negative

change 
"

F. TREATMENT OF DATA

Data gathered on the two instruments were converted

to punched cards and read into the University of Mani-boba

computeru housed on the sixth fl-oor of the Engineerin6;
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Build.ing, Programmes provi-ded by a statj.stical package

call-ed "Statistical Programmes for the Social Sciences"

(S"p"S"S. ) were used to produce Data sunmaries for further

analysis. In addition, the OliVetti "Programme" desk

computer and a desk calculator were used for a Yariety of

computations "

Statistical designs used werethe simple Analysis of

Variance (to test the h¡rpothesis that two or more independent

samples were drawn from populations having the same mean),

the T-test for two dependent samples (to determine whether

any significant change has taken place from pretest to

posttest) and the chi-square test of goodness of fit (to

determine whether an observed frequency distribution departs

significantly from a hypothesized. frequency distribution).

Data analysis on the T"S.C.S. was restricted to three

variables chosen on the basis of their appropriateness to the

study at hand.. These variables are:

1) The total P score" Fitts 0g6S)
concludes that the total- P score "is
the most important single score on the
counselling form""

2) The general maladjustment scafe (GM) " This
scal-ð serves as a general index of adjust-
ment-mal-ad justment.

il The number of devj-ant signs score (NDS)'
The NDS score is simply a count of the
number of deviant features on all- other
scores

similarlyu Data analysis on the B"S"A"G" was limited
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to the two variables most appropriate to the study" These

vari-ables are:

I) The unract scale"

2) The ovract scale.

Stott(tgzl)notesthatthe''over_411''B.S"A.G"Score

is nO,longer reconmend.ed. and in its stead are the two main

scales representing the under- and over-reacting modes of

maladjUStmentu named. for Short, "tlTLragt" and o'Ovragto"



CHAPTER IV

RESTILTS

"A man ought to read just as inclination
leads him, for what he reads as a task
will- do him little good."

Samuel Johnson

In this chapter each hypothesis, as exhibited in

Chapter IïI, is presented and. analyzed. separately. Whenever

appropriate, Tables are presented to clarify the analysis"

The writer acknowledges the work of McClaskey (I9?O) with

respect to the format employed in reporting the results of

this research"

By the end of the experimental treatment periodo six

subjects were lost through attrition. These subjects were

ei-ther absent during the post test administration of the

Tennessee Sel-f Concept Scale or had withdravu-n from school

at Some time during the treatment period" Therefore, final

analysis was limibed to forty-five subjects" The Treatment

group contained sixteen subjects, the Hawthorne group con-

sisted of fourteen gírls as did the control group" Data

for one treatment subject was not analyzed as she had been

transferred. from the Hawthorne to the Treatment group part-

way into the stud.y!

Analysis of the data obtained on the pretest and post

5B
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test adrninistrations of the Tennessee Self Concept Scal-e

reveal-ed that ten subjects ß from Treatment groupu ll from

Hawthorne group and. 3 from Control group) had demonstrated

a marked tendency toward exaggerated response bias (true/

false) scores; of these ten, eight had demonstrated a

marked response bias in the opposi-te direction to that

registered. in the pretest administration thus suggesting

a deg:ree of artificial item-response behaviour. 0n the

basis of this finding it was decid.ed to eliminate the eight

subjects obtainj-ng the exaggerated. true/fal5e scores on the

assumption that their scores would not represent true

índicators of self-concept as measured by their responses

on the Tennessee Self Concept Scale" Table 1 (see page 60)

presents the pretest and posttest true/false scores of the

above mentioned eight subjects.

The d.ecj-sion outlined above appears to be consistent

with the theoretical posture of the author of the T.S"C"S'

who notes that the true/faLse ratio represents an indica-

tion of whether the subjectss approach to the testing

task involves any strong tendency to agree or disagree

regard.less of item content (nitts , L965). In this situation,

the true/fa|se ratio is considered solely as a measure of

response set and is therefore interpreted in terms of

the findings concerning the meaning of deviant response

sets 6



TABLE T

Comparison of True/False scores on pretest and
post test administration of the Tennessee Sel-f
Concept Scale for eight subjects,
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The total number of subjects used for finaf data

analysis was therefore thirty-five with twelve of these

being in the treatment group, twelve in the Hawthorne

group and eleven in the Control group'

The specific variables under consideration on the
.'

T,S"C"S" are:

1) the total P score

2) the general mal-adjustment scale (GM)

Ð the number of deviant signs score (NDS) 
"

The special variables under consideration on the

B"S"A"G. a-rez

1) the unract score

2) the ovract score"

Initial analysis of pretest data on the T"S"C"S"

and the B"S.A.G. confírmed the assumption that the three

groups did not differ sj-gnificantty at the outset of the

study. Table 2 (see page 62) presents the Analysis of

variance data fcr the three groups on the three T"S.C"S"

variables under stud.y and on the two B"S"A"G" variables

being examined"

For 2 anð. J2 d"f" a val-ue of F which is approximately

equal to 3.32 will be significant at the "o5 level; as

expectedr ño significant F was found for the pretest data"



Prptest analvsi-s of
and. Control CrouPs)
the T,S.C.S" and the

TABIE 2

variance (lreatment, Hawthor:ne
of the rel-evant variables onñ^ñ

lJ"ò.fIoLro

Variabl-e
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Treatment
14ean

lJalvthorne
Mean

Con L¡'r.¡1.
Mean

5 Land
Dev 
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fcr b¿ri fr
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8.90
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* Significant at the "0J level"
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Hv'ootheses:

H¡rPotheses concerned lvith

presented in the order stated in
self concePt change ate

Chapter lIf,

Self ConcePt Change:

Scoreshesis'1 - Pretàst ScgieÀ Ver

The hypothesis stated that the Treatment

change significantly from pretest to post test:

Behaviour-problemad"olescentgirlswhoparticipate

inaprogrammeofliteratherapywil]-showsignifícantchange
in sel-f-concept when compared' with their pretest scores'

TableS(seepage64)representsthepretestandpost

test means for the three relevant variables on the T"S"C'S"

aswellasthedegreeoffreed'omand.theFvaluesforthe
three variables being studied, The direction of change is

afso presented"

Thed.epend'entt.Test,used.todeterminewhetherany

significant change had' taken place from pretest to post

test, resulted- in a statistically significant d.ifference

on the general malad justment and the number of d'eviant signs

variables on the T"S"C"S" The difference between pretest

and post test means on the total Positive variable did not

reach significance" A value of t which is approximately

equal to L"7g6 (for 11 d"f " ) woul-d. be significant at the

.0J level" The dírection of change for all these variabl-es

group would



Dependent t-Test
Treatment group

TABLE 3

of the Pretest and Posttest means for the
on the three relevant variabl-es of the

T"S.C"S"

Variable
Name

Pretest
l'1e a n

Postler;t.
Mean

nl Di rection
of Change

t

Tota-L p i ¡01.00 | :c7.7sGr,r I oo.:: I a3.i6
NDS i ¿1.08 | :d.oo

41ll
11r¡

t1

+
+
+

1"4t1
1.843*
I " B92'f

*

= Desired direction
= Undesired direction
Significant at the .05 'l or¡ o'l

/1.
oÅl
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was in the desired direction" The stated hypothesis was

therefore accepted for the general maladjustment variable

and the number of d.evj-ant signs variable, but was rejected

for the Total Positive variable"

Hypothesis 2 - Treatment ,G_roup Self-C_qncept Change Versus
Control Groups' S.elf-Concept Change"

The hy¡lothesis stated that the Treatment group would

show significant change in comparison to the Control group"

Behaviour-problem adolescent girls who participate

in a prograilme of l-iteratherapy will- show significant
change in self concept when compared with the control groups"

Table 4 (see page 66) represents the Anal-ysis of

Variance data for the three groups on the three T"S"C,S

variables rinder study"

For 2 and JZ d"f" a val-ue of F which is approximately

equal to 3.32 would be significant at the .0J level. The

data on Table 4 illustrates that no significant differences

were detected amcng the means of the three groups on the

three rel-evant variables on the T,S"C"S" and therefore the

stated h¡rpothesis was not accepted. It would appear that

no difference existed among the three groups on the post

test 
"

H"ypothesis J_- Positive Change*Versus_Negative Change in
eã merr! GqõEP 

"

The hypothesis stated that the number of treatment



Posttest Analysis of
and Control Groups )
T"S,C.S.

TABIE 4

variance (Treatment, Hawthorne
of the relevant variables on the

Vari¿rb-l e

Name

T ota.l f)

G t"1

N I]5

307. 75
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34"00

3 i 0.00
ñ1 1/oJ. lo
44 "91

¿y).oJ
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girls showirrg positive chan¿5e would be significantly greater

than the number of treatment girls showíng negati-ve change 
"

significantly larger numbers of behaviour-problem

adolescent girls in treatment will- d.emonstrate positive

change in self-concept tha.n those who demonstrate negative

change 
"

Tabl_e 5 (see page 68) presents the number of subjects

in the treatment group who registered positive and negative,

ioe" desirabl_e and und.esirable, changes in sel-f-concept

0n the basis of the frequency data presented, it was concluded

that more desírable changes occurred than undesirable changes"

Nevertheless, for 2 d"f. a value of chi-square whichis

approximately equal to 5.99 would be significant at the ,05

level" The chi-squared test for goodness of fit indicated

that no significant differences existed between the number

of desirable changes in self-concept and the number of

undesirable changes in self concept. consequently, the stated

h¡pothesis was nut accePted"

To summarize the conclusions, based upon the tests

for the segment of the experiment reviewed aboveu it was

found that: 1) there was a significant difference between the

preteat and the posttest means of the Treatment group for

the total general naladjustment and. the number of deviant

signs variables on the T"S.C,S. but the difference

did not reach significance for the total Positive variable 
"



TABLE 5

Comparison of the number of Desirabl-e and Undes-
irable direction changes registered by the
Treatment groups on the relevant variables of
the T.S"C.S.

Variab-Le
Name

Desirable
l-l-r¡n¡ro

Undesi
l-hann-

Total P

GM

Nt5

TÜTAL

4

Õ

n
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1

B

9
l
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tI
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I
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lil^ f-L=nno

6B
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In additionu the change that did. occur was in the desirable

direction for all three variables.

Z) No significant differences were detected among

the means of the three groups on the relevant variables on

the T"S.C,So It would appear that no differences existed

among the three groups on the posttest"

, 0n the basis of the frequency data presented, it

was concluded that the Treatment group experienced more

desirable seff concept changes than r.mdesirable changes'

However, the difference between the numbers of desirable

and undesirable changes was not significant"

Behaviour Change:

Hvoothesis 1 - Pretest Scorç-s-I-C.qgu -r-+^^+ q
UUCòU V rgs u

The hypothesis stated that the Treatment

change significantly from pretest to posttest"

group would

Behaviour-problem adolescent girls who participate in

a prograïïune of literatherapy will show significant change

in behaviour when compared with their pretest scores'

Table 6 (see page ?O) represents the pretest and post

test means for the two rel-evant variables on the B"S"A"G"

as well as the degrees of freedom and the t values for the

two values being studied" The direction of change is also

presented"

The dependent t teste used to determine whether any

significant change had taken place from pretest to posttestu



TABIE 6

Dependent t-Test of the pretest and posttest means forthe Treatment sroun on tho two relevãnt variabÌes of the
BO S "A" G"

Var:iabl-e
lJ ame

Pretest
f4ean

Posttest
Fie¿:n

Direction
of Change

t

Unrac t
0vrac t

17,25 i 1a.9t
11.9t I 14"33

t

11
11

+ o .8712
0.8051

r = Desired direction
= Undesired direction

!'t Significant at the "05 l_evel.

7o
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resulted in no significant difference on both the unract

and ovract variables" A val-ue of t which is approximately

equal to L,?g6 (for l-l- d.f u ) would be significant at the

"05 l-eveI. The direction of change for the u¡ract variable

was positive and that for the ovract variable was negative"

The stated hypothesis, therefore, was not accepted"

Hv'po:þhesjs-2 - Treatmenl Gr:oup Behaviour-Çþanee Ve-rsus
-Control Groupso Beh 

"

The hy¡lothesis stated that the treatment group would

show significant change in comparison to the control groups.

Behaviour-problem adolescent girls who participate

in a progranlme of l-iteratherapy will show significant change

in behaviour when compared with the control groups"

Tabl-e ? (see page ?2) represents the Analysls of

Variance data for the three groups on the two B.S"A"G.

variables under studyo

For 2 and 32 d.,f, a value of F which is approximately

equal to 3.32 wc,uld be significant at the ,05 level. The

data on Tabl-e ? illustrates that no significant differences

were detected among -r,he means of the three groups on the.

two relevant variabl-es on the B " S "A " 
G, and therefore, the

stated h¡rpothesis was not accepted, It would appear that no

difference existed. among the three groups on the posttest.
,;-"-,, ";'--'^
nypo_¡nesrs r -_Þós_ilive Changg velsu' Negatiy.e=C4anee in

--B-e iìav i qqlwi thLi n th e T r e a tm ernt'-F r' gtrE .

The hypothesis stated that the number of treatment



Posttest Analysis of
Hawthorne and Control-
relevant variable on

TAB],E 7

Variance (Treatment,
Groups) of the

the B"S.A.G.

Vari ab I e
Name

Unract

0v rac t

T¡:eatrne:rlt
Mean

A7 )1

41 .17

fl ¡-¡w Lircll'ne
ir'l ean

1l-ì /ì

Control
Flean

A3.47

39.70

tb.õ

¿t -4

2 .47

2"41

a1
"ol

)1

1

1

* Significant at the "o5 level-.

Stand.l d.f.

12
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girls showing positive change would be significantly
srea.ter than the number of treatment girls showing negative

change.

Significantly larger numbers of behaviour-probl-em

adolescent girls in treatment will- demonstrate positive change

in behaviour than those who demonstrate negative change.

Tab1e B (see page 74) presents the number of subjects

in the Treatment group who registered positive and negativeu

i"e" desirable and. undesirable, changes in behaviour" On the

basis of the frequency data it was concl-uded that more

undesj-rable changes occurced than desirable changes. Never-

theless, for 4 d"f" a value of chi-square whichis approxi-

mately equal to g.t+g would be significant at the '05 level'
The chi-squared test for goodness of fit indicated that no

significant d.ifferences existed between the number of desir-

able changes in behaviour and the number of undesirable

changes in behaviour" Consequently, the stated h¡rpothesis

was not accepted"

To sunmarize the concl-usions' based upon the :tests for

the segment of the experiment reviewed above, it was found

that:

1) There was no significant difference on both the

unract and. ovract variabl-es" The direction of change for

the unract variabl-e was positive and that for the ovract was

negative, .



TABIE B

comparison of the number of Desirable and undesir-
abtä ¿irection changes registered by the Treatment
õF^rln,,\'r,.' tho relevant variables of the B"S"A"G"
ór uu}/ v¡r urrv

G roup

Treatment

Variai:le
I'l ame

Un rac t
[Jvract

Unrac t

0vrac t

Desir¿¡t¡1e
f'lr ¡ n nne.¡s¿¡\1v
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Change
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Z) No significant differences were detected among

the means of the three groups on the two rel-evant vari-ables

on the B"S"A"G" It would appear that no d,ifferences existed

among the three groups on the posttest"

j) 0n the basis of the frequency data presented, it

was concluded that the Treatment groups experienced more

undesirabl-e behaviour changes than desirable behavj-our

changes" However, the difference between the numbers of

Desirabl-e and Undesirable changes was not significant"



C}IAPTER V

SUIVIUARY, DTSCUSSTON, CONCIUSIONS ANÐ
RECOMMENDATIONS

"fn the highest civilization, the book
is still the highest delight" He who
has once known i-ts satisfaction is
provided with a resource against
calamity" "

Emerson

A" STJIVilVIARY

Fifty behaviour-problem adol-escent girls enrolled at

Central North Junior High School- in the Transcona-Springfield

school division participated in and completed a planned

prograïrûe of literatherapy from January 4u L9?3 through March

?, L9?3" Each subject was randomly assigned. to one of three

groups" One group repr€sented the Treatment groupr one the

Hawthorne group and the other became the Control group" The

treatment subjects listened to and discussed selected

pieces of l-iterature whil-e the Hawthorne subjects partici-
pated in non-literatherapeutic activities which included

games, puzzles, homework, casual conversation and relaxa-

tion" The Control group received no intervention other than

the pretest and post test experience

Prior to treatment all subjects were given two pre-

tests" The first was the tðnnessee-Sòrr'C-onóe-'p! Scále, a

?6
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Self report instrument, used to measure self concept change"

The second. was the nristof Sociài AAius.tment Cúi¿e. used to

measure behaviour change, This instrument is a behaviour-

rating scale and was completed on each ehild by a member of

the school staff"
At initial sessions the therapist atternpted to

establ-ish rapport with the treatment subjects before therapy

began in earnest, The therapeutic method involved the oral

reading of selected short stories and poems followed by a

group discussion of the l-iteratr.lre presented"

At the end of the ten-week treatment period all sub-

Jec'ES Were aga in tested with the Tennessee Self Concep!

Scale and the Bristol Sociat @, in order

to determine the significance and direction of any changes

that may have taken place" fn each instance, the tests

were ad,ministered under simil-ar conditions aS those that

prevailed at the pretests"

The hypotheses were designed to examine the signifi-
cance and direction of any changes that may have occured

pretest to post test " Three h¡rpotheses were tested. f or the

sel-f concept aspect of the study and three were tested for

the behavi-oural aspect o

B" DISCUSS]ON

At the outset it was determined from analysis of the
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pretest d.ata that no significant differences existed among

the three groups:

Sg.T-,F-CONCEPT

The first hypothesis stated that the Treatment group

would change significantly from pretest to post test. The

results of the statistical procedure used to determine

whether any significant change had taken place indicated

that a significant change had occurred on the general

naladjustment and number of deviant signs variables on the

T"S.C"S" The direction of change was in the d.esired direc-

tion, This finding indicates that the girls in the

Treatment group registered significantly fewer responses

indicating maladjustment on the post test than on the pre-

test. Similarly, the treatment subjects recorded fewer

responses indicating deviant features on the post test than

on the pretest. The di-ff erence between the means for the

total P score pretest and post test did not achieve signi-

ficance but did indicate a desired shift in direction

suggesting an improvement in overall level of self esteem"

Tabl-e 9 (see page ?9) presents the pretest and post test

means for the Hawthorne and Control groups as wel-l as the

direction in which the change occurued" In the Hawthorne

group none of the changes were significant but it is

interesting to note that al-I of the changes were in the



Dependent t-Test
for the Haw-bhorne
variables of the

Vari¿¡b.l
Name

TABTE g

of the Pretest and
and Control group

T. S. C, S.

Posttest means
on the relevant

Ilirecticn
nf l-h,,rr-rr'- ' "-' '5'-

c -^,,^
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= Desired Direction
= Undesired Direction
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undesired direction" In the Control group none of the

changes were significant and there were two changes in the

undesi-red direction and one (runS) in the desired. direction"

Vtlhen the resul-ts are compared. for the three groups together

it becomes apparent that the Treatment g-roup procedure was

more successful in effecting desired. change of a signifi-

cant nature than either of the two Control group procedures"

This observation is presented in Table tO (see page Bl) 
"

l

Hypothesis fwo stated that the Treatment group would

show sigrificant change in comparison to the Control- glîoups"

The results of the Analysis of Variance of the relevant

variables on the î.S"C"S" for the three groups did. not

support this hypothesj-s as no significant differences were

found between the three groups. In fact, on the total P

variabl-es the Hawthorne group mean was slightly higher than

that for the treatment mean" This could be interpreted in

view of the fact that the Hawthorne group was indeed a

therapeutic exper'ience for some members in terms of its

non-threatening nature. This atmosphere would place no

pressures on the child in terms of achievement, performance

or self-eval-uation and consequently could elevate sel-f-

esteem"

When the results of hypotheses One and Two are

viewed together, it appears that changes in self concept

were effected pretest to post test in the desired direction
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Comparison of the total number of Desirabl_e and
undesirable direction chan¡1es for the three groups
on the re]evant variables of the T " S " C, S " pretest
and Posttest.
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in the Treatment group but that these changes were not of

a large enough nature to distinguish the Treatment group

from the other two groups when the post test scores were

analyzed. This overall assessment suggests that desired

change did occur in the Treatment group but that this change

was not large with respect to the other groups. Two factors

suggest themsefves as possible determinants of such an out-

come, In the first place the period. of treatment was

limited to ten weeks which was perhaps long enough to

indicate a directional trend in terms of change but not

long enough to distinguish the Treatment group from the

Control groups. In the second place the entire programme

at Central North School is desiEn'red to be therapeutic and

consequently all girls were subject to daily therapeutic

interventions. This fact coul-d conceivably account for a

"maski-ng effect" which woul-d tend to minimize the post test

differences among groups while the treatment gains were

not great enougl^ to be distinguished above the overall gains

of the total- population due to the on-going pro€Jralnme 
"

Hypothesis Three stated that the number of treatment

girls showing positive change would be significantly greater

than the number showing negative ehange. The frequency data

summarized in Table 5 (see page 68 ) supports the intent of this

hypothesis, although the difference between the number of

desirable and undesirable chanses were not found to be

sigrrificanto The total number of desirable changes was
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twenty-five while th.e total number of undesirabl-e changes

was nineu with a total of two persons exhibiting no changes"

This observation supports the contention made above that

the gains made in the Treatment group were largely masked

by the overal-l- therapeuti-c effect of the school- setting

but that definite directj-onal changes had taken place in

terms of the Treatment group relative to the Control- group"

Tabl-e 11 (see tra.ge 84) il-lustrates this observati-on"

BEHAVTOUR

The first hypothesis stated that the Treatment group

would change significantly from pretest to posttest" The

results of the statistical procedure used to determine

whether any significant change had taken p1ace, indicated

that no significant changes had, occurred. A positive

d.irectional change was recorded. however on the unract

variable while a negati-ve change was noted on the ovract

variable" This occurrence suggests that the treatment

procedure was perhaps more successful in assisting the

under-reacting child to become more out-going than in cal-m-

ing the over-reacting adolescent" The very nature of the

literatherapeutic in-bervention coul-d wel-l provide a non-

threatening environment for the inward-turned child but

would also provide an environment tol-erant of acting-out

chil-dren who would 1ogical1y require a longer contact
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period to begin to attend to the dynamics of the treatment

before any changes could begin to take place. Tabl-e L2

(see page 86) presents the pretest and post test means for

the Hav¡thorne and Control groups as wefl as the dj-rection

in which the changes occurued." fn the Hawthorne group it

woupd appear as though the nonliteratherapeutic actívities

had an undesirable effect in view of the fact that the

unract means pretest to post test differed signíficantly

while moving in an undesirabl-e direction. The ovract Scores

moved in a desirable direction but differences di.d not

reach sig¡rificance" This observation lends weight to the

suggestion above that the Hawthorne group activities might

tend to provide an energy-releasi-ng component to the over-

reacting childos environment. The Control group moved in

undesirable directions on both variables and in fact the

movement reached. significance on the ovract variable" This

again suggests that it is the over-reacting child who appears

to be deriving the least therapeutic benefit from a non-

physicatly active setting" When the results are compared

for tire three groups together it becomes apparent that the

Treatment group registered d.esirabl-e chan65e overaÌl on one

variabl-e and a negative change overall on the other (ovract) 
u

neither of which were significant" Tn contrast' the

Hawthorne group evidenced the same split but the overall

negative change (unract) was significant" The Con'brol



TABLE L2

Dependent t-Test of the Pretest and Posttest
means for the Hawthorne and Control group on
the relevant variables of bhe B.S.A"G.
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group registered two undesirable changes overall- with one

reaching significance" Tn general then, it seems reasonabl-e

to suggest that the Treatment group procedure was slightly

more successful in effecting desired change than either of

the two Control group procedures" This observation is

summarj-zed in Table 13 (see page BB).

H¡rpothesis Two stated that the Treatment group

would show significant change in comparison to the Control

groups" The results of the Analysis of Yariance of the rele-

vant variables on the B"S"A.G" for the three groups did not

support this hypothesisu as no significant differences

were found. between the three grops" Once again it ís

interesting to note that for the unract variable the Treat-

ment group proved more effective in bringing about a desired

chanp5e than either control groups" Also the pattern remaíns

consistent in terms of the Hawthorne group being more

effective in bringing about desired change on the ovract

variable in comparison to the other two groups (see Table 5u

¡ô \page ÞÕ ,/ "

When the results of h¡rpothesis One and Two are viewed

togetheru it appears that changes in behaviour were effected

in the desired direction in the Treatment group for the

under-reacting child but in the undesired direction for the

over-reacting child. ft appears that the Hawthorne group
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activities function as a mildly therapêutic environment

for over-reacting children and function to produce the

opposíte effect in the under-reacting child" Quite

possibly the gamesu puzzles and free conversation of the

Hawthorne group acted as an "escape value" for excess energy

amongsi the over-reaciing children whereas such activities

failed to involve (therapeutically at least) tfre under-reacting

child 
"

Hypothesis Three stated that the number of treatment

girls showing positive change would be significantly greater

than the number of treatment girls showing negative change"

0n the basis of the frequency d.ata summarized in Table B

(see page 74), it woul-d appear that in fact more und.esírable

changes occured than desirable changes. However, if this

observation is taken in conjunction with similar data for the

Hawthorne and Control groups as illustrated in Table L4

(see page 90) it becomes apparent that the treatment proced-

ure resulted in just slightly more desirable shifts than

the other two €troups" However, the Treatment group produced

only nine undesirable changes while the Hawthorne group

produced thirteen as did the Control group" Al-so, the

Hawthorne group produced, no desirable changes on the unract

variabl-e whereas it produced five such changes on the ovract

variable" This is consistent with the earl-ier observation
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that the Hawthorne procedure seemingly'provided some degree

of therapeutic intervention with over-reacting children" The

Control group resulted in more than twice as many undesirabl-e

changes as desirable changes and seemingly had a more desir-

able infl-uence on the unract variable than on the ovract

variable " This finding too is consistent with earl-ier find-

ings as ill-ustrated. on Table L2 (see page 86)" It should

be noted that the difference between the number of desirabl-e

and undesirabl-e changes was not found to be significant" The

data in support of this observation is il-lustrated in Table

L5 (see page 92),

It is interesting to note that the large number of "no

changes" is made up of essentj-ally two broad. categories;

1) Those students who were relatively normal- at the

outset of treatment and consequently couldn't be expected to

change a great deal- behaviourally (g"S"A"G" score in the

range of 0-6) and,

2) Those students whose scores were rel-atively high

at the outset of treatment (g"S"A.G" score in the 20 plus

range) and who subsequently did not respond to treatment"

Tab1e 16 (see page Ð) presents an approximation of the

breakdown by group and variabl-e (unract ovract) of such

students" The Treatment group appears to have been rela-

tively successful in causing change among those students
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registering high scores on both unract.and ovract variabl-es"

Earl-ier observations indicate that the majority of this

change was in the desirable direction relàtive to the pre-

test scores " The Hawthorne g,Toup effected only one change

among its high scores (compared to seven for the Treatment

group) and the Control grroup effected five changes among

its high scores" Among those not expected to change, the

Treatment group maintained eleven of the sixteen whereas

the Hawthorne group caused. nine to move and the Control

group caused ten to move" Earlier evidence cited, indicates

that the Hawthorne group and Control g-roup movement was

undesirable relative to the Treatment group" This obser-

vation tends to be in agreement with the observed trends

concerning the directionality of change with respect to

the three groups.

C " CONC],USIONS

0n the basis of this study one could speculate that

a planned programme of short term literatherapy mayå

1) Provide a viable psycho-educational experience

for behaviour-problem adolescent girls. This prograrìrûe

suggested that such an activity is both workable and

successful as an alternative to regular class-room activities

for approximately four hours per week.

2) Contribute toward growth of improved sel-f concept
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in conjunction with a therapeutic envinonment similar to

that of Central North School-. It is ímpossible to separate

the infl-uence of literatherapy and other on-¿¡oing helping

interventions but evidence suggests that significant

improvement took place in terms of the general adjustment

of the Treatment group and in terms of the number of

devíant signs recorded pretest to post test within the

treatment time period"

3) Offer a practical procedure for helping under-

reacting children to become more out-going and invofved in

their surroundings"

In addition, it appears as though there is suggestive

evidence to indicate that the Haiuthorne procedure may function

to provide over-reacting children with a controlled environ-

ment which provides a therapeutic release of energy and

enabtes them to settle down l-ater to more demanding

academic activíties.
This study attempted to describe rel-ationships

between observable events" Operationally, there was indi-

cation that literatherapy will be useful- in bringing about

change in the desired direction with respect to certain

defined aspects of self concept and behavj-our"

D" IIMTTAT]ONS OF STUDY

There are

this study which

decided limitations and

make any conclusions or

deficienc'ì es in

observabl-e trends
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highly teniative; In part, these limitations stem from the

nature of the phenomena in question and arise in any experi-

mentation d.ealing with the evaluation of therapeutic outcome"

In part, also, these limitations stem from weaknesses

specific to this study.

Perhaps one of the principal weaknesses of the present

study is the smal-l number of subjects used" The practical

considerations of time, setting and personnel limited the

numbers of subjects involved" Consequently, the smal-l

sample size precludes any but the most tentative of con-

cl-usions. Another weakness of this study is that none of

the measurement techniques taps the individualus subjective

i-mpressions or feelings"

The leneth of time set aside for treatment was

relatively short and. perhaps a longer treatment period woul-d

yield more substantial results" A related matter is the

question of the timing of the treatment period" The study

was conducted during January, February and March - months

which are traditionally the long and dreary se¿Srnents of the

school year" Perhaps if the treatment were conducted in

0ctober and. November, therapeutic gain would be facilitated.

Another weakness ties in the area of the therapist/

experimenter expectancy influence" Ideally, if facilities,

financing and personnel permittedn the therapist should be

someone unaware of the anticipated outcome of the study and
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unconcerned as to those outcomes " It is possible that the

agent of change (therapist,/researcher), by virtue of his

expectatj-ons and enthusiasm regarding the outcome of the

study, affects the very outcome under observation" In

such a circumstance the outcome is not a function of the

íntervention alone, but in part a functi-on of the inter-

vention and of the expectatíon of the researcher. (If the

therapist holds certain expectations associated with a

particular eoucational treatment, then as a result of these

expectations, the likelihood exists that the therapist

can unconsciously and unintentionally affect the outcome

of the experiment in the anticipated direction) " Never-

theless, in the search for practical therapeutic inter-

venti-ons, a strong element of therapist-personality influence

has long been a part of therapeutic technique. It would

seem that it is al-most impossible to separate the therapist's
personality from the technique employed to effect thera-

pe.utic chan¿5e 
"

Another area of l-imitation is found in the possible

sex bi-as inherent in the fact that a male student is

cond.ucting the treatment programme with a group of adol-

escent girls" The possibility exists that the l-iterature

selected for use was inappropriate. Al-so, one must consider

both the short and long term effects of literatherapy,

Only short term post testing was undertaken and possibly
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any effects detected in the short term would no longer

be evid.ent in long term post testing" Conversely, it is

possible that therapeutic gain would not be immediately

evident in the short term post testing but could possibly

be detected by long term assessment procedr;res.

Finally, causation can not be definitely attribut-

abl-e soJ-ely to literatherapy, (because of time limitations,

therapist bias and unknown and unspecifi-c confounding

influence) " However, the emergence of an identifiable

pattern of dependent variable change is at least supportive

of the notion of literatherapeutic gain"

E" RECOilNVIENDATTONS

The first recoïrmendations are suggested for consid-

eration by those individuals who hope to utilize litera-

therapy as a psycho-educational technique; the second are

suggested for consideration by those individuals who decide

to pursue further research"

l-" Psycho-educational

A) Read.ing materials should be selected carefully

with the ageu interests, sex and reading ability of the

persons participating in l-iteratherapy in mind"

B) Careful attention should be paid to the numbers

of persons in the literatherapy group, certainly no more than

sixteen students should be in a group. Perhaps twel-ve

woul-d be a more manageable number.
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C) Some advantage may be gained by having mixed

literatherapy groups with equal numbers of males and females

included " This situation woul-d be a more practical arrange-

ment in most educational settings"

D) If possible the literatherapy group should meet

in an informal setting such as a lounge or common room.

Such an atmosphere lends itself more to informal discussion

than does the traditional classroom setting"

E) Careful schedul-ing and coordination with all

concerned school personnel is absolutely necessary before

beginning a programme of l-iteratherapy. The assistance of

the administration is essential- in order to effect the

necessary time-table changes in order to ensr.¡re maximum

student involvement"

2u Research

From this study it appeared that future experiments

should investigate:

A) The effect of literatherapy upon students in

regular school settings.
B) The effect of literatherapy upon female students

of various age levels other than middle adolescence"

C) The effect of literatherapy upon mal-e students

of al-l age levels ø

D) The evfect of literatherapy upon students drawn

from other treatment settings such as hospitalso schools
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for the blind,

tional centres 
"

nl îÌr au,1

of i-nstruments

techniques 
"

residential treatment centres and correc-

effect of literatherapy utilizing a variety

including attitudes scales and projective

F) The effect of l-iteratherapy on a control group

which listens to the literature being read. but does not

participate in discussion"

G) The effect of literatherapy utilizi-ng poems and

short stories written by the group members themselves in

creative writing classes 
"

H) The effects of literatherapy conducted before and

after the December break in order to study the influence of

seneral timing on the therapeutic gains achieved"

I) The effect of literatherapy conducted by a

therapist of the same sex and by a therapist of the opposite

sex to that of the group,

J) The effect of literatherapy in terms of both a

long term and a short term post test assessment of thera-

peutic gain"

The value of literature as a therapeutic vehicle is

found in its ability to engage the reader in an intimate

emotional- and personal experience" With increased interest
j-n recent years centering upon therapeutic communications

with chil-dren, it is intended that this study will contri-
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bute to the area of applied technique designed to assist in
the treatment and education of adolescents with emotional

disabilities 
"
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1
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DAY l+

CA B

9:00 IO:30 L.A. I-ab.
G-g ,5,6,7)

Rn. 5 (arrz)

fttr. rz(a h)

rvplne (rb¡-r¡:)

Ind. Arts
(roo, t3o,
Lrz)Lr7 )

sLudy (r¡r'rhe)
f¡m 'l 5

l&ths
v (ztg-z¡o)

s.s (2oo-
218)
Rm 13

10:30 -

12:00

Mraths
x (\e-s6)

r (ar-t+r)

z, (L-zo)

H. Dev.
(r3r-rt+z)

Ind.. Arts
(roo-r3o,
L52rL57 )

iStudy
l(rl+¡-r¡$mr. 16

,LA ftn.5
-@'*)

Rn. L2 (c6,7

s. s. (cr a,
3,5) m r4.

1:O0 -

2zL5

fiolrERooM AcrrvrrY
LI TE RAT HERAPY PROGRA¡1I'1E

¡

2zl5r -

I
3:30

Møths

x (zr-4r)

v (r-zo)

z (\z-¡6)

ActivitY
(roo-r¡o)
Rm 12

Arts&Crafts
(ßL-úr)

iJ.A l-AO.-ñr e q b
)"-ij t','too()

Rn. 5Gz¡\')
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i 30.

DAI LY LOG

55I ON

N0.
UAIL

4-1 -7 3
B-1 -73
B-1-73

10-1 -72
12-1 -73
aaro-r-lJ
1 B-1 -73
1 B-1 -73
22-1 -73
24-1 *73
^/¿a-t-lJ
30-1 -734 - -^t-1-lJ
s-2-7 3
7 -2-7 3

1

2
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
B

9
10
1l
12
13

14

l5

6
7
I
9
0
1

1

SOURCE

Street Kids
Canft you hea¡
Getting E ven
ly'onderfuf]_ness
BLack Like Fle
Adv. I n Reading
l¡Jonderful-l-ness
-farth-McKeun
Encounter
Hog on Ice
Stanyarr Street
Young iYiss

I TE f'4

Dean & 1

Junqle
Crime
Chicken Heart
0ct.29 ,30
Lady & The Tiger
Tonsils
Mo zart
20 l,tf ays" " , Loved
Wool., "Ove¡".EvesAssortecJ Poems
I 00 Handke¡chiefs
I'Jhat Have
fducation I

. Song
I

\¡Jhal-e f or.
KiJ Ling
Eridge overo o.
I'Jater
Selected Poems

Donfidence
Kinde::garten
Selected Signs
Biorhythm Chart
PersonaJ"ity
The Squares

PAGE c 0r'1t"1Êt{T

me
77 -82
29-30
1 6-20
Side 2¡^lu-tl

161-166
Side 1

Side 1

JJ¿.JJJ
aR-qq

/^3yro¿tö¿
39-45
4B-49
6 B-70

lBl-213

Side 1

30-3 1

36-37
Side 2

Selected
1 26-1 53

2-4
121-129

uccessful
Successful
nsuccessful

V. successf ul-
V. successf Ll l
V..successfuI
Success fu 1

V. successful
Sr-,lccess f u1
V" Successf u't
V. Successful,
V. Successful_,
Successiuf i

V. Successf ul-
i
I

Unsuccessfu-li
I

Successful-
Success f ul-

Successful-
V. Successf u-l
V. SuccessfuI
Successfu.l-
5r-¡ccessfuL

9 -2-7 3

13-1-73

1 5-2-7 3

19-2-73
21-1-73
?7-1 -73

1 -3-73
5-3-73
5-3-73
s-3-73

Sounds of Silence
St¡eet Kids
Reader I s Diqest
(Fe¡, 1973)
Simon: Garf unkl_e
L. P.
I Love you, o "
Y e s terday
lle¡e I Am
'¡/hat is Air?
'l 973 Horoscope
Bi orhyt hm
Lusche¡ Color Test
Deep Purp-le Squish
lúhy Am I Afraid
14an,The Manipuls*.c

trroLvJ-rìg as a Persr:n29-43
Pa¡t iII Teenagers gZ-1tz

\/ C,,^^^^^.F..1iv . JL'uurj-)) | ul. 
i

V. Successf u.l- i

V. Successfuli
i

i
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ÐRISTOL SOCIAL-ADJUSTMENT GUIDES No. 2

TTäE CË{TLÐ TN SCHTÛL - GTRL

" For the observation of day-school childrcn, 5 - 16 ycars

The object of this Guidc is to give a picture of thc child's behaviour
and to help in the detection of emotional instability.

METHOD OF USE

.Undcrline in ink thc phrases *hich dcscribc the child's behaviour or
attitudes over the past month or so. ltlore tlran one itcnr may be
underlined in each parugraph, btrr clo not underlinc any rtnlcss dcfìnìt.-ly
true of the child. Add an¡' renrarks necessar)' bcside the trnderlining,
or at the end of the Cuide. \\'herc an item seerns inappropriatc because
of age, etc., it can be ignorecl. If norhing is appliceble, nrark 'n.n"
(nothing noticeable). Do not bother to rrrle underlinings.

Confidentinl

132.

BG-2

prcpared by D II Stott and N C i{arston

Name of child.

Age. . . . . Date of this ¡ecord .

Teacher making record

School.

Greetíng

teacher:

Helping teacher

with jobs:

Attsrr'eríng

questíoì\s:

.Asking

teaclter's lrclp:

Talking
v,íth îeacher:

Desiìe for approvctl

ar altentiott:

Gateral tìt0Ìtilcr

v'ìlh teaclrcr:

"*".**" 
rvÍth Tcacher I

Waits to be noticed / hails teacher loudll, / greets nornìally / can be surly i 
I

never thinks of greeting / is too unaware of people to greet / .t.n. 
I

AJways eager or willing / presses for jobs but doesu't do thern properly /
never offers but pleased if asked / rvill help unless she is in a bad mood /
cannot bring herself to be that sociable / n.n.

Always ready to ans\yer / rviil answer exccpt \Yhen in one of her bad moods /
not shy but never voluntcers an ans\','er / gets confused and tongue-tied /
shouts out or waves arnÌ before she has h¿¿d tiine to think / n.n.

Constantly sceks help rvhen she could manage by herself /
seeks help only when necessary; seldom nceds help / too shy to ask /
not shy but never conres for help / too lacking in energy to bothcr /
tries to argue against teacher / n.n.

Forrvard (opens conversation) / over-talkativc, tires rvith constant chatter
normally talkative / avoids teacher but talks to other chilclren /
chats only rvhen alone u'ith teacher / inclined to be moody /
difTìcult to get a rvol'd out of her / distant, never n'ants to talk.

Unconccr¡rcci about approval or disapproval i appreciates praise /
seems to go out of hcr rr'ay to earn disapproval / lt.n.

Gcts up to all kinds of tricks to gain attention /
brings objects she ltas found even tltough not really lost /
wants adult intcrcst but can't put lierself forivard /
keeps a suspicious clístance / appreciatr:s attention / n.tt.

Natural, snrilcs rcaclil¡' / ovcr-fricndl¡' / shy but *'ould likc to bc fricnclly
avoicls corrtacts both rvitlr teacltcr and othcr chilclrcn | |

sonretimr-s in a bacl ¡¡oocl / coulclrr't carc rvltetltcr tcachcr sees hcr rvork or not / 
|
Iquitc cìJt ofl fronr ¡rco¡rlc, you ciìn't, gct ncltr llcr as a pcrson. 
I
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Doesn't make unneccssary fuss i likes sympàthy but
never appeals to adult even whcn hurt or wrorrged /
never makes any sort of social relationship good or

reluctant to ask /

bacl / n.n.

133.

-tLíking for
sympathy:

Classroom

belwvíour:

Truthfulness:

Response to

correctíon:

Payíng attentíon

ìn class:

Working
by herself:

Manual tasks

or free actír,ity:

Facíng netv

Iearníng tasks:

Teant gantes:

Too timid to be any trouble / too lethargic to bc troublesome i
generally rvell-behaved / misbehaves tvhen teacher is engaged with others /
openly docs things she knorvs are wrong in front of tcaclier.

Alrvays or nearly ahvays truthful / tells fantastic tales 1 lies from timidity
lies lvithout any compunction.

Behaves better / resporrds momentarily but it doesn't last for long /
too restless and overactive to heed even for a moment /
becomes antagonistic / r'esentful muttering or expression for a moment or trvo
bears a grudge, always regards punishilent as unfair i n.n.

School Worh

Attcnds to anything but her rvork (talks, gazes arouncl, plays ivith things) /
so quiet 1'ou don't really knorv if she'is follorving or not i
apathetic, ';ust sits' / you can't get her attention, 'lives in another rvorld' /
on the rvhole attends rvell.

Wo¡ks steadily / unrnotivated, has no energy / has unco-operative moods /
never gets dorvn to any solid ivork (flips over pages of book rvithout reading it, etc.)

not restless but rvorks ouly rvhen rvatched or compelled.

Seems afraid to begin / cliflìcult to stimulate, lacks physical energy /
never really gets clori,n to job and soon srvitches to sonrething else /
invents silly rvays of doing things I ntay spoil her rvork purposely / sticks to job.

Will be cautious at fìrst but has a try / has not the conlìdence to try anything difîcult /
likes the challenge of something difficult / has a hit-and-miss approaclr to every problem
shorvs complete inclifference / n.tt.

Gn¡nes and PIey

Plays stcadily and kcenly;u,ith great energy / inclincd to fool around /
has to be encoulaged to take part / alrvays slug,eish, lcthargic /
remains aloof in a *'orld of ller orvn / n,n.

Bad loser (crcates a disturbancc rvhcn gat'ue goes against hcr) /
bad sportsnran (plal's for hcrsclf'only, chcrrts, fouls) /
tinrid, poor spiritcd; can't lct hersclf go / lìts in tvcll rvith tcam / n.n.

Plays chilclish ganrcs for hcr agc / plays scnsibly / hcllthily noisy arrcl boistcrous ¡

trics to dontinitte untJ rvolt't cc-op,:ratc r','hcn shc crrn't gct her orvn rvay /
starts o['othcrs in scrap¡ling ancl rouglr pllr¡', cìisturbs otlrcrs' garncs i
shrirrks fronr activc pley / has hcr on'n s¡rccial solitnry activity / n.rr.

Infunnalplay:

poge l$'o



Companíonship:

tl/ays wítlt

otlrcr chílclren:

Physical courage:

Standíng in line:

Attendance:

Belongíngs:

Sitting at deslc:

Nervous lnbifs,

fidgcts, etc.:

Other peoplc's

belongings:

Otlrcr deviont

belnviour:

I Attitu¡es to Other Children
I

I

I Cooa mixer / associates. rvith one other child only and

distant, ignores othcrs / sotnetirnes wanders off alone'

Mixes mostly rvith uusettled types / tries to buy favour with others /
can never keep a friend long (tries to pal up rvith nervcomers) /

misuses compauionship to shorv off or dominate / n'n'

Squabbles, makes insulting remarks / shows off (clorvns, strikes silly attítudes,

mirnics) / gets on u'ellrvith others;generally kind, helpful /

spiteful to lveaker chilclren rvhen she thinks she is unobserr,ed /

tells on others to try to gain tcacher's favour / n'n.

Too timid to stand up for herself or even to get involved in an argume¡t /
can stand up fo¡ herself / flies into a temper if provoked /
attacks other children viciously / foolish or dangerous pt'anks rvhen rvith a gang i
very jumpy and easily scarecl / n.n.

Behaves in a rvell-clisciplined manner / is often the centre of a disturbance /

Iets the rnore forrvard push ahead of her / tries to push in front of smaller children / n'n.

Personal Ways

Good / frequently absent for day ol half-day / has had long absences /
has been known to play truant / parent condones absences, malingerirrg, etc. I

stays arvay to helP Parent.

Looks after her things i careless, often loses or forgets books /
destructive, defaces rvith scribbling / n.n.

Sits lifelessly most of the time / sits quietly and meekly /
trvists about in her seat, slips on to floor, climbs about on desk, etc. /
doesn't seeln to undel'stallcl that she should keep in her seat /
slumps, lolls abotlt / sits in a sensible rvay.

Consta¡t11,restless (raps rvith pcncil or luler, shuflles rvith hel feet, chartges position) i
makes aimless movcme¡ts rvith her hands / Iras unrvilled trvitches, jerks / bites nails badly /

sits reasonably still.

Borron,s books fro¡r desk rvithout ncrmissiotr / snatchcs tltings from otlier childrcn /

has stolcn rvithin tlle school itl an undcrhirtrcl, cunning rvay /
has stolcrr in a rvay that she u'ould be bound to be fotrnd out /
has alri'ays rcspcctccl the propcrty of othcls / r-r.n.

Danragc to public propcrt)' ($'inclows, tt'ces, fcnccs, public gerclcns) /

clamagc to pcrsonal propcrty (cars, dcJivcry vclticlcs, occupied hottses,

teachcrs' or workntctr's bclongings) / follorvcr ill nrischicf /

uscs brd languagc rr'hich shc' knoti's rvill bc disnpprovccl o[ / n'n.

I 34.

-t I

ignores the rcst / I

private gardcns, 
I
I
I_--l
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tJ5.

Fhysíque

6eneral lrcalth: Frequent colds, tonsillitis, coughs; running nose; mouth breather I
poor breathing, rvheezy, asthmatic, easily wiuded / skin troubles, sores /
complains of tumnry aches, feeling ill or sick; issonretimes sick /
headaclics, bad tunrs, góes very pale / fits / nose-bleeding /
sore, red eyes / very cold hands / running, infected ears / good health.

Physical defects: 
. Bad eyesight (rvears or should rvear glasses) / squint /
bulging eyes / poor hearing / clumsy, garvky (poor co-ordination) |
contqrted fcatures (face screrved up on one side, eyes half closed, etc.) /
holds body or limb in unnatural posture.

Speeclt: Stutters, stammcrs, can't get the words ou, 7 ,n,.0, mumbling, inaudible i
jumbled / incoherent rambling chatter / babyish (mispronounces simple rvords) / n.n.

Size: Tall for age / ordinary / small / unusually small.
Very fat I very thin / n.n.

Physical appearance: Attractive / not Èo attractive as most / Iooks undernourished /
has some abnormal feature / n.n.

School Achievement

Classu;orlc sÍandard Reading (English): Good / average / poor / cannot read.
(for age): Arithmetic (Maths): Good / average / poor i completely incompetent.

,4,nything specíol about this child y'hich is not covered Ìn the fornt:

Sumnnry, recotrune¡tdalions ; cottunents :

ISBN 0 310 rss78 7

' First publislrr'd l9-s6
Scconcl cilition 1970

Copl,rig,ht O 1970 D. Il. Stort and N. C. Nf irrsron

r\ll rishts rcscrvL.d. No ¡art of tlris publiclrion nrly bc reproduccd
or lransnìittcd in rn¡,fornr or by any nrca¡rs, clccrroriic oi ¡rrcchrnical,
irrcluding photocopy, rccr'rrrling:. or unv inf'ornltìtion stor¡rSc ¡nd rctricvirl
systcnì, rrithorrt pcrnrission in rvriting fro¡tr tl¡c puLrlisltcr.-

Ulrivc.rsity of Lontlon Prcss I-td, St I,;rr¡l's Ilousc., \\'ar\ç¡ck l_anc. l_ondon tjC4l'4Att
Printed in Grcat Dlitairr by Chigu,cll I'rcss Lt<1, lJr¡ckhur.sr llill, [sscx
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I 36.

INSTRUCTIONS: On the scparate anslver sheet, lill i;r your name. sex, aç. grade ancl today's date. Then code the

appropriate letter or number according to the sample below. Be sure your marks are heavy and completely fill the

spaces.

SAMPLE: SEX
Male @t
Fenrale 

-
The staìements in this inventory are to help you describe yourself as you see yourself. Pleasa resporrd to them as if you

were describing yourself to yourself. Do not omit arìy ¡tÊnr! Read each staterr.rent careftrlly; then select one of the five

responses lísted below. Erase completely any answer you wish to change and mark your nev., answer.

Completely Mostly
false false

Partly false
and

Partly true

PI-. PT

'4.

Mostly
true

Completely
true

RESPONSES

When you are ready to start, find the box on your answer sheet marl<ed Time Started and record the time. When you

have finished, record the time finished in the box on your answer shect marked Tinre Finished. Erase any stray marks

on youl answer sheet.

TENNESSI]E SELF CONCEPT SCAI-E

8- I am a calrn and

10. I have a tanrily that rvould alrvavs help me in an¡'kind of trcuble.... l0

15. I anr not int!'restcd in rvltat other people do............... 15

18. I like

il, i:lfïiÏIi:Jîi,,,,J.,';;;ï;;;;;;;;;l;,i;', : .................'.. : 27

.lJ. Orrce ill I u,hilu I thirrk ol-thi¡rgs tr'lo bld tcr tulk;rbcut...
34.. Sorrrr'tiinL-s, wlrr'rì I llrrr rtrlt lì.'lirrg wcll. I lnr cÍ()ss............

M
F

2

c
F

1

M
T

4

c
T

5

33
j,l
35

36

31
38
39

40

aù*'rl ù o r!.1



41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

. 4't.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
7t.
72.
tJ.
74.
75.
76.
71.
78.
79.
80.
81.

82.
83.
84.
85.

. 86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
9t.
92.
93,
94.
95.
96.
91.
98.

99.

I 00.

I 37.

ili*"ilïi19r*:..'.'.....'''.... :. :: ::: :: ,,,..''...'....'...............'................................ *I am satisfied rvith my fanrily relationships..........

I undcrstand nry larnily as wcll as I should... ..........'.-...:... """"""""""" 45

I anr as sociable as I want to bc ............

I try to please.others, but I don't overdo it .-............... 48

I am no good at all fronr a social standpoint... 49

I do not like everyone

Once in a while, I laugh àt a dirty joke...........-. 5l

I am as religious
I wish I could be ntore trustworthy...'......... 56

I am as smart as I want to be................ 58

I am not the pcrson I u'ould like to be :....-....-.....-..- 59

I wish I didn't give up as easily as I c1o.......... '. 60

I treat my parents as rvell as I shoulcl (Use past tense if parents are not living)..................:................................ 6l
I am too sensitive to things nry fanrily say'.....'.......

I anr satisfied witli the way I treat othcr people 64

I ought to get along better rvith othcr people ...-.-'.-'..--....... 66

I take good care of my'self physically

I try to be careful about nty appearance 70

I am true to my religion in rnv evcryday lif'e................................... 72

I try to change rvhcn I knorv I'nl doing things that are wtong.......... ...... '73

|canalwaystakec¡reofntyselfinanysituatiorì.....-......'''.
I take the bla¡ne for things ivithout getting rnad ............. 76

I try to play fair rvith nry fric¡rds and l'anrily ................-..... 78

I give in to my parr'nts. (Use pest tcnsc if parents are rtot living).......... .. 80

I try to underst¡nd the othcr.tìllow's point olvicrv 8l

I do not forgive others easily 83

84

I solve my problenrs quitc ctrsil.v... 9t

o¡tccinarr,hill-|ptrtcll'f.ttlltiltt¡¡lltrrltlrvrvlllt

62

69

I rvould rather rvin tliln lose itt a Aanrc




